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Preface

.

This training. manual fs one part An a set of in4uctional

materials developeCi to facilitate-the efforts of Georgia educators
4

in thee plIning and implementation of comprehensive career guidance
,/

programs. The manual'ip'similarin format to other materials. in

the series: The materials are designed for use with small groups

of couns6lor, teachers and career development specialists who are

- --.

interested in improVing their career guidance compqtenciei. tach

unit of'14fqing materials is based upon a particular aspect of a

comprehensive career guidance Ntem. Through this systematic

approachJhe need for specific, staff development program materials'

and activities can be determined and<OCumented.,
'4

Related materials produced by the Georgia' Career uidance

Project include audicreaetterecordings, transliere4 es, a sound/
zoo"

slide series; a needs assessment instrument, charts! gnd various

other supporAmaterials.

O

STAFF DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP MATERIALS
A

CAREER GUIDANCE TcAMS

GRADES 7112*
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT 15' KAGE

.This tr

and Goals" as

ning manual on. "Life Gareer Planning Values, Decisions

developed for use as support material for a staff which

identified this process-outcome

and accompanying materials were

.guidance teams in their efforts,

I/area as a priority heed. The manual

II

written to assist local career

to improve. the quality and quantity

of their programsA. A basic assumption underlying,the development of
. .,

these erialS-is that all of us,benefit from periodic renewal.

The content of this manual is presented in both didactic and

experiential moles to encourage Maximum involvement of partiapants.

Smalloroup,exper1Lnces are a part of the, special attention;:g ven
) ...

to the development of competencies fOr a team approach'tb

I

'implementation of, career guidance programs.

The outline of the manual follows the basic learning d 1 -

. .

from attitude development9 knowledge acquisiliOn or renewal, to
.

/

technical and skilldevelopment'and/or improvement, and ,then to

develypment o implementation strategieS and
f

i ,

P's

o

O

,
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,The domains and gbal areas outlined in the .alert below

provide a contextual framework for thd understanding of student

needs in

(

the area-of planning skills. The-f0Wred Outcomes

model was /developed to refl eft the, results of the comp reKensi4e

needs Assessment.

ka.

INTERPERSONAL oEfFECTIVENESS

Human "Relations Skills
Relating With Significant Others

Self Validation

-WORK AND LIFE SKILLS-
1

L

Daily Living

Employability
Work and Leisure_Environments

1:4

LIFE. CAREER' PLANNING

Planning' qiti§r. ,'

Educational Environment
Self .Understanding

./

r 4f0-

A

Compke.
henAiive
Mode.

ti

Focus 0 6

eta

package



eastThe goals of this package -be best understotd in the cofitext of the

complete liSt ofgoals identified int* comprehen ive needs assessment 'study.
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.
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Goal Setting
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Skills dDevelopment

EAsik Academic.
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Personal
Development
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SUGGESTIONS TO/THE WORKSHOP COORDAATOR

Before the Workthop(s):

1.- Study the materials of,this4learning packet to.. (a) become
:. . t,

fhmiliar with the concepts and rationale of the decision-

making process and (b) understand how specific activities

I
May- be'des.igned to aid rtiqlpants in developing decision -

making' /planning skills thin the Classroom.

2. Prepare all needed materials and ready%your instructional

processes for leading these activities. The leadership
..

manual is designed to give you suggestions on introducing,

facilitating and discussing the activities.

At the Workshop (s):

1. Introductions: Establish an introductdriprocess for

'participants to get to know each other and you, the workshop

coordinator. At the beginning of the workshop, short intro-
/

ductions will suffice as participants will establish

immediate involvement with each other through the value

clarifying activities.

2. Announce to the participants the purpose of the workshop and

the format of how this purpose will be accomplished; A good

way to give participants some general structure without

overwhelming them at this point is to prepare a one-page

handout containing the agenda for the workShop including

objective statements, activities and time schedules.

onAidet
necotding
aucipt in
activity 7
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3: The workshop could be started by describi'g the forthit and

process ofusing their - participant's manual. You will serve

as a leader. of the activities which will include the roles of

initiating and directing the exercise, modeling or demonstra

ting some of the processes, and ficilitating the discussion

generated by the activities. Possible questions to lead the

discussion are provided throughout the leader's handbook.

4. Toward the end of the workshop you may wish to include

time for wrap-up and summary. .This wrap-up would involVe.

these types of tasks: (a) suthmarizing what has been learned,

(b) gathering evaluation and feedback for participants about

themselves, you-as the coordinator, and the workshop, and

(c) providing for follow-up and continued resource develop-

ment through the identification of additional' learning

/ possibilities.

How to Alga this Handbook:

The leader's handbook consists of a participant's manual with

additional pages (Green) atspecific points to facilitate your role as

workshop coordinator. These pages marked with an "L" will include

.
directions for the completion of certain sections oritopics in the

participant's manual and, as ment oned earlier, suggestions on

introducing, facilitating, and dis ussing the activities.

Following the suggestions for ctivities, any outside materials

needed and approximate time-allotments will be listed.

cotok
coded



I. INTRODUCTION

The mood of the present and the projection'for the future is one

of change. Bur'eoning technology has accelerated the rate of change

to the point where one's relationships with both people and things

are less and less enduring. Our economy too is based on transcience.

Planned obsolliscence, conspicuous consumption and throw-a-way products

all reflect this phenomenon of an exponential rate of Change. If

present society can be characterized by one term, it would be - change.

Change,"accelerating with'ever increasing speed, created a society

of such complexity that it is possible, if not probable, that

individuals can become overwhelmed.- Today, choices abound in many

aspects of our lives where once options did not exist. Many of these

choices seem relatively unimportant; and therefore, seldom provoke

serious frustration'or anxiety. For example, the goal of the Bell

Telephone System a few ,short years ago was to have a telephone

,(standard black carriage-type) in every home. Now, there are more

than 1500 styles and types of phones available (Toffler, 1973).

The speed of cloth cutting by laser beams is such that it is now

possible to cut 1500 unique patterns faster than the traditional

:assembly line can cut 1500 copies of the same pattern. Thus, we now

face a myriad of styles, colors, and fabrics.

Other choices aremore far ranging in terms of importance and

more irreversible. Educational and occupational alternatives are

osuffici...ntly numerous to create unprecedented pressures for



individuals to define their interests, to determine their values and

to develop their identities. Frustration and confusion often results

from the increased number of options open for one who does not have

the skills and the practical experience necessary for choosihg among

them.

Individuals need systematic help in developing decision-making

skills. As options multiply and informed decisions are increasingly

required, individuals need to know him to marshall and evaluate

.pertinent information. Decision making does not occur tp a vaCutim.

Information is processed in the context of one's values. This means,
--

then, that individuals need to become aware of and understand their

own values. In our changing and pluralistic society, value systems

are no longer passed along intact from one generation to the next.

Increasingly, individuals are left to their own resources to find

the values that will direct and give meaning to their lives. They

need help)n developing life career planning competencies

(Gysbers and Moore, 1973).

Planning skills contribute to a greater sense of control over

one's own destiny. There are few areas of human life of such

singular importance. The goal of this package is to help career

guidance teams meet more effectively the expressed needs of students

in the area of life career planning., Recent national and state

studies provide sufficient evidence to document the need for more

developmental assistance in this area.

2



American College Testing Progt2am (Prediger et.al, 1973)

reportd that half of the students polled indicated that they had

receilied little or,no helpvith their carer planning. The ACT

\ -J
If

study concluded that ". ! . . counselorSare not providing help

wanted by the students with career planning on a one to one\asis

or by means of group guidance." The study indicated that 75%

the students felt that this career planning was most important and

wanted help.

Similar results were found in the comprehensiTie needs assgssment

study conducted as part of the Georgia Career Guidance Project.

An average of approximately 60% of students in the total sample

expressed aneed:

. . . to take more of an active role in making important

dections that influence my life.

. . to undenstand the relatioships,between wy career plans

and school subjects.

. . to know how varioos circumstances influence my
career planning.

. . to understand how my values influence my career
choices.

. . to be more systematic to planning my career goals.

. . . to develop plans whith will help me reach my
educational and occupational' goals.

. . to be more responsible in'planning my future.

3
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II. VALUES

tit

Life presents all of us with many opportunities and experiences

whim serve to shape the way we think, the way we interact with others,

and.the goals we set for ourselves. Out of these learning, grgwing

experiences, we each formulate some set of guidelines to govern our

behavior in deciding and'choosing-from among life.'s alternatives.

,These guidelines ayi,our values. Having clear ideas of what we value;

what' weprize and cherish, is a very important' first step toward
1

sorting out our alternatives, making decisions and "setting realistic,

attainable goals.

4
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ACTIVITY 1 SETTING GOALS: MY PAST AND MY FUTURE

( The goal of this activity is to allow participants the opportunity,

to: (1) identify past experiences and to begin considering the

values implied through the content. and the process of.recollection;

(2) relate these recollections to present experiences and the Values

each now holds important and (3) look at the goals have set for the

future.

Our recollections of our past experiences (people, objects

places, events, settings) add meaning to our present experiences and

the kind of goals we project for nurkelves in the future. In order

to think about hoW we Nigh want-to:plan.our future years and begin

to set personal goals e onsider the folloWing questiOnslor a minute

or two and jot,doWn a i w of your memories. After identifying some

experiences (including such things as ihLerests; problems, and hope

small groups will be formed for the purpose of sharing the

recollections With other members of the group.
o

/5



ACTIVITY 1 SETTING
ft

GOALS: MY PAST AND MY FUTURE

1. After participants have read the objectives, introduction; and

directions for the activi5y, allow approximately 20 minutes for,

individual completion of the activity.

?. Break the larger group into smaller groups of 3-4 and allow each

participant five minutes to share some of their responses with

the other group members.

3. In instructing groups prior to discuss)Len, ask that, they try to

be aware of patterns of consistency or changes in values they see

throughout 'an individual's past rec011ectinr

and future goals.

,erections:

1. Divide your present'age by 3.

Example: My present age--40
divided by 3 3

et

ent experiences

2. Describe yourself (interests, problems, hopes) and what

you remember (people, objects, places, ev nts, settings)

when you were 1/3 your present age. Jo down thgse

memories. (Example age 13)

3. Describe yourself and what you remem4r when you were 2/3

your present age': (Example age 26). Jot down these

memories.

L-3
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4f,

. Describe yourself (interests, problems, hopes) and

your expectations (regarding people,. objects, plices,

4-

events, settings) when, you reach your present age Olus

1/3. (Example age, 6). Jot down these thoughts.

5. In the follow-up discussion, help thecTarticipants td focus on

the values patterns which seem to emerge in the recollections,_

6. ,Materials-needed: paper, pencils

L-4
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\ -

A. INFLUENCE ON VALUES DEVELOPMENT OF

INDIVIDUALS, GROUPS, ANDqUicTURES

Almostevery,choice.an individual mak is motivated by personal

ialues4 Values constitute the things in life that really matter to

.
-a Rerion; the things which repeatedly influence,behavior and choicet.

I.
Interpersonal conflicts can arise from value differences, because

individls often think that anythIng which is. so-important to them

must also be important to everybody else.- Many major historical

conflicts have resulted-from the efforts of re grow opieople

to instill their "right" values onto others., 'Values areare rarely the

same for everyone. .They canldiffer radically from person to person.
A

Values also differ from grotup ti group. Grouptcfall into many

categories, such as political, special interest (e.g., chess,

environmental, athletic), social and peer, and religious. 'People.

att
behavipAs,gb
choides...
and', valued

usually belong to4these grips because the group values reflect their
//%t

own. Group values can often be a source,i)f strength to people;

they cdh proiide a sense of direction, support, or purpose. Group

values can also, likeindividual values,'be a source of contention

)(
and separation among people. Groups can have, avery strong influe ce

on their members, cementing together people who sharp similar val

and pullinp apart people who differ.

patterns which cause their members 6
..1

who ,have yr nup,in other cultures.

I ,

'individuals Jtside'the dominant 'cul
. . ,

: ',\N

,

.41

6

Cultures have, distinct. 44,e

behave differently from people

es,

Thee is often pressure fo

ure tpconform. Different

O



"?' es,

T'se 7.

re values, like di fferinces n, ndi vi dual and -,gr6up vilues , can
"I.

contribute, to-.the enricPinent and 'complexity of society.
..

- -.3

7,
11

S

k

i

/ 1

e

1
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ACTIVIfi72 CULTURAL WACT,'

eak into smalfgroups 'and consider the following:

There are manylpltures represented in our count. The

Amerian Indian,liblack inner city, Spanish- American, rural middle

class suburban whiteotc. All these cultures regreientfp entially,

different value systems. 2
Consilert)g, following pas. What values cib you thin iffeilent

cultures would attach to them?4,2

4

Land

Cars

f1

Television

Food (restaurant, gourMet food, etc.')

Clothes

Politics;

HoW are:you affected by the values o

8

ft

ropredominant culture?



'AC` INITY 2
I

O

/
'CULTURAL IMPA

After participants haVe read the sq tion- entitled tqfluence of

Values, break, tntosmall groups of 6-8 And guide discussion based On,

the stimulus questions given in the participants A. leader.;

of the discUtson; you will want to spay particular atten&O to .-keeping

the group on task. 'The participants'may tend to get, lock4I on the

relative accuracy of certain viereotypes., One way to aVpidatthis.9ff-
,

task behavior is to keep the conversation moving rapidly--focusing

on the generation of several alternatives.,

-

I

r

L-5
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VA E DEVEL0fMENT

9 :" ,

',.... N,,~'..'' LaAnce Kohlbetjg, using ideas; John' Dewey, has postulated
... ,
, three life sages of moral - development (1975)% At level one, the

. - ,

, 1 . , ' 0 DI:

:,preconiientibnal levelothe child'is concerned-with' thi satisfaction
...,-,,.

tib

, of her/his neds. .Kohlberg states that at thft leve "the chi. Ols, .

TeSponsive to cultural fules and labels df good and.,b d, right or

Wrong, but interprets theseAlatieli either in terms of...punfShment,

reward orexchange of favors, or in terms of the physital-power of

those who, enunciate the rules and labelS....Thephysical-consequences
'

of action °deter/nix it'oodness or'badness, regardless of...the

values Of these consequenceS....Right,action consists of that which

instrumentally 4tiifies,one's own needs,and occasionally theneeds

of others." At the conventiOnal-level, leVel two, the individual

is concerned with conformity to group or societal' values, seeking

acceptance from peers "regardless of immediate and obvious

consequences." Kohlberg uses the terms "maintaining," "suppqrting"

and "justifying," to deicribe the adherence to the social order for

its own sake that is manifested at this (level. Finally, at the

postconveniional, autonomous, or principled level, the individual
/

begins efforts to define or clarify her/his own personal values;

independent of groups or other persons who might share those values.

The development and clarification Of our values is a continuous

process-that is dependent on our individual and group:experiences

1

-throughout life. We derive our values from many sources--parents,

(

,riligion, peers, and society in general- -and each new expertenCe has

:!!!!Peuona

Conven-
tional .

Con.6674- ;
Inity

PoAteoln-

ventionat/
Aagnomow



the,potential.for reshaping our thinking and our actions. Parents ,

andadults in genar play a major tolein the beginning of -a

childse :value dev opm nt4 One of the traditional approaches. parents

take is to limit Ihe choices available to children, We guide with the

'values'we accept` as being "right." 'Religion and cultural experiences

al s0 'very influentia in this way, often presenting the individual

with guidelines ,fo 'right" orwrong" behavior which.actually prevent

constipration of,okher alternatives. Peer groups exercise their

influence On our, values from childhood to adulthbod. Thes, grou

have a great impact on'our self-concept; they can influenc

motivation and even the ,goals we set for ourselves.

Orie possible source .of stress and confusion for peo01

modern society is the fact that their actions are often

values of which they -are noteeonsciously.aware. Being a

in

sed on

are of the

sources of our values, and cleerly identifying those things we pr

cherish and are williog to support, are the firststeps toward

making mature responsible decisions and setting attainable goals./

0 -4 4
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ACTIVITY 3 IDENTIFYING VALUES THROUGH THE LUES SURVEY

Tie purpose of this ,activity is to determine the under ying

principles (values) which influence your life.

Individually fill tot the survey on the, nexto two pages. using the

instructions below.

After,you have completed this survey, meet in a group of 3-5

to discuss what values are important to you and how they may diffei

from othei- participants. Your leader will furnish additional

questions as stimulus for this discussion.

Instructions:
1

.0n the next page are 18 values listed to alphabetical order.

Your task is to arrange them in order of their importanceto YOU, as

guiding principles in YOUR life.. Each value is ,printed,in the

column and is to be written in the order you prefer in the left-

.

hand column.

Study the list carefully and pick out the one value whiCh is

the most important for you. Write it in Box 1 on the left.

Then pick out the value which is second most important for you.

Write it in Box 2. Then do the same for each of the remaining values.,

The value which is least important goes in Box 18.

Work slowly and think carefully. If you changelyour mind, feel

free to charige your>answers. The end result should truly show how

you feel,

-11
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.

limmlinsI 0.
.

A COMFORTABLE LIFE
a protperous life

AN EXCITING LIFE
a stimulatingoictfve life.

A' SENSE' OF ACCOMPLISHMENT
lasting contribution

4 ,
A WORLD AT PEACE. , ,

free .of war and conflict

/

A WORLD OF BEAUTY . .

-.beauty of nature and the arts

6
.EQUALIT`C brotherhood,

equal:oppOrpnity for,all .

- ,

,

4.
FAMILY SECURITY . ,.

taking ,oare of loved ones

8
r ,

.

.

FREEDOM
independence, free choice

_9
HAPPINESS .

contentedness .

10
INNER HARMONY

freedom from inner conflict

11
',MATURE LOVE

sexual and spittuai intimacy

12
NATIONAL SECURITY

protection from attack:

13
7-

PLEASURE
an enjoyable, leisurely life

14
SALVATION

.

'saved,. eternal life

15

-
,

,

.

SELF-RESPECT
-' .self-esteem

16.
.

SOCIAL RECOGNITION
respect, admiration

17;7
. TRUE FRIENDSW A

Close companionship

18
.

WISDOM
a mature understanding of life

When you-have finished; go to the next.page.

12
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Below is another1'1sta 18 values. Arrange them in order of
importance, the same' as before.

.., 1
./TAMBITIOUS

hard4vorking, aspiring

.

BROADMINDEIY .

-Open7minded

3-,

A

CAPABLE . 4.--a-

'effective

4
CHEERFUL

4

lighthearted, joyful

5 .

_
.

.

CLEAN.

neat, tidy

6
COURAGEOUS.
standing' up for your beliefs

.

. .1

FORGIVING
willing to pardon others

MELPFUL working for
the welfare of others

9
HONEST .

I

. sincere; truthful

10
..

.

. . IMAGINATIVE .

daring, treitivt,

.

11
_

. ...

INDEPENDENT .

self-reliant, self-sufficient

12
.

INTELLECTUAL
,intelligent,"'reflediive

13
.

.

.

;

.

LOGICAL -

consistent, rational.

14
LOVING

4

affectionate, tender

\15 .

. " , OBEDIENT
dutiful, respectful

16 POLITE
courteous, well-mannered

17
.

RESPONSIBLE ,

dependable, reliable

18
,

. SELF-CONTROLLED .

restrained, self-diciplined
.

13
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VALUE DEVELOPMENT ,

ACTIVITY 3 VALUE SURVEY SCALE

1. After participants have read the short section on Value Development

and the directions for Activity 3, allow 10-15 minutes to work

independently.~

2: Break into groups of 3-5 for discussion of Activity 3. Allow

approximately 30 minutes for group interaction.

3. Possible stimulus questions for discussion:

a. What do you see as the source for your present values?

(family, religion, etc.)

b. How do your values compare with those of your parents or close,

friends?

c. Determine some differences and similarities between you and

other members of your small group based on the Value Survey

Scale.

Time: 30-45 minutes



The Relationship Between Values and Actions

Ask the participants Ap read the section on the relationship

between values and actions

V

L



The elitionship Between Values and Actions

N

4k the participants to read the, section on the relationship

hetwien values and actions

L-7
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. VALUES AND ACTIONS

Thoreau said, "What you, do thunders so loudly in my ears,

annot hear what you say. "', .There is an undeniable relationship

between values and actions: IA value that,, is still in an embryonic,

'developing st tremay not result in observ\Ole actions. A well-

established value however, usually shows up in an individual's

actions. If a woman:tuns:a mile every night, she,probably believes

-in physical fitness.. As Thoreau implied, it is hard to believe ''an

individual's statements .if her /his behavior says something else..

One o the bett ways of discovering one's- values is to use one's

actio as indicators.

fi

. . ,
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EXPLORING YOURJiALUOS

The pOriestiiefs this eetAvity is .delnonstra4e how. values are the
ideas oil which people act.' The best way to know a person's values is
to 100164 what she/he does, Try c. leting the chart below to ,see
whit it says about your values. R .er back to what you did last
Saturday and Sunday, Fill in the art from what you remember, stating
the specific activities that _took our time. *

After completing the chart, reek into small groups to discuss thestiinulurbeitions on the follow g page.

8-9

9-10

I
"SATURDAY SUNDAY

T
1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

I

.10-11

11-12

153



;

Listttwo or three values that* suggested-by how you sped

/-
time during those two days:-

2. ,Discusi with your group what yOu learne'd about your dWn values,

"froM this activity., Do your-activities .gary from weekend to

.weekend? .If so, do your valueeiLy as well?

16 '



ACTIVITY 4 EXPLORING YOUR VALUES

.

Have the participants complete the reading and writing parts of

this-activiti independently.' '-1,ow' 10-15 minutes.
r

2. creak .into small groupS of 3 participants to di

,stliuluvgyestions.
(\,

podthe.Oirtitipahts believe the concept that livalue usually

ls,shows up in actio!V .Why or why' not? )

2. Ica P6i"sOnclarifies her/his values, how might that influence

the following

hbr/his actionstand their consistency.

I Allow 15-20 minutes.for the small group discussion

Time: 35 minutes
V

A

L-8
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. VALUES CLARIFICATION'
S.

The term values clarification refers to exploring Within oneself

to find out what one really feels Or'thinks about-en issue, and

examining the reasons for feeling or thinking thaOwiy. It is a means

r'.of
sortineout theconfusion of alternatives in:one'i life and making

decisions for the future. Simon ap deSherbinin (1975)6utline,four

broadly stated advantages of values clarification,4.ihdfiating tht the
1

Precees Neips individuals (1) become more productive,(2),become mock

purposeful, (3) sharpeh critical thinking, and (4) hake better inter-

Purposeful

1')

4

personal relations.

fe4 and prodectivity are closely linked,i)oth csing,

.k, . 1,

di to take i look a what we do with on time and eneegy., Values
.

clarification isLimportant herdrbecauie we must be able to priOritip
-,,

-those thing of importance to ,us and plan our time arhUnd-thoSe events.
. -

Allr t imount-of .our critical trking is applied to others epd

our reletionships with'them. 4doW often do we analyze our own *slops

and9estfon the actions we take ?. Values clarification is in

immediate4tep between being fa5ed with a problem or decision and
r

tak g some action. Knowing exact:Ix/what it is tdtit we value,,we can

begin- o sort out the alternatives available, gather the important'

r,

_.._,-I

information nee-60-4; wbfigh the consequence of the alternatives, and

mike a commitment to act in a manner consistent-with the choice.

Finally, values clarification can help us develop honestya

,
understanding in our interpersonal relatfbnship. We can clarify and

17
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I

be honest about our values-related to any given issue. and get to

understand and accept the differing. values and opinions of others.

,

9

4 44

I

41.

IF

41)

r
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TAKE ME ALONG

.The is activitifi ON) project ideal, qualities; .

.e'

vocationatiAl4ests of each participant, (2) determine

. .

. within your group which membenkippreseht qualities, skills or interest

considered most valu bletOssoiciiti. Another goal is to allow

40-
j (

participants the qp tUnity to see how.others.respond to their values.

I t 4

Directions Stage 1:. !`
e'

The date is 10 years from today. You ar'e the person you have

i
- alltays wanted to be. Whatever fantasies you have had now. true.

(You can be any age or sex. You have the job, the nccc, the _.

. _.

training, the renoott the pleasures, etc., you have always-iwanted.)
.

Remember, this is a fantasy and'Anything is possible: Now, respond

` dk

.
,

P

tollthese que ons:

?4#

,

...Give a physical description of -yourself--How would you.*

.

deqcribellour physical self?
,.. `` eik

. ) <, . , ,
...What kinds of skills do you Wave?

4 ...What type of vocati-en ;would you be involved with?

t .1 c ,r

.) ./..)

...What are yOur best"qualities? attributes? , /
.,

. .
.----- ..

W

...What are yoU interested in? (hpbbies, leisure activities)

19
)
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Take a few minutes to Jot down short descriptions in answer to these

questions.

Directions for Stage 2;
4.

Break into small groups: Yourtatk is to introduce yourself

to the members ; of your group bas'ed Upon your projected image and your

'responses to 'the previous questions.

Directions for Stage 3:

You and your group are now faced with the following situation:

Due' to; overcrowding and pollution within the earth's atmosphere, a

new community must be established in space which car' provide optimal

conditions for the continuation and maintenance of the human race.

Only half of your group can go. Whom would you choose? Why?

Make your choice individually. Then share and discuss your

choices with fkg group if you wish. Look at the similarities and

differences between the choices of- group members. What values do you

see influencing the choices made? If your decisibn and the values

connected tb that decision Were in the minority, were you willing to

go along with the otKer's viewpoints. How did it feel if you were

included? left out? What relationship can you see between

individually held values and acceptance of these values by the group?

20
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VALUES CLARIFICATION

ACTIVITY 5 TAKE ME ALONG

1. After participants hive read the section on Values Clarification

and the goals and directions for Activity 5, allow 15-20 minutes

for them to complete Stage 1 independently.

2. Divide participants into small groups of 8-10. Allow 15

minutes for introductions (as projected into the future).

3. Stage,3, completed individually, should be allotted 15 minutes.

Then allow 30 minutes for small group discussion of these choices.

There are several questions included in the activity to stimulate

discussion. However, it is important that you make observations

on the process pointing out dynamics that occurred during the

activity and facilitating the discussion questions. Ask

individual members how they felt when they were excluded by

most membees? Ask people to clarify their rationale for making

decisions?

Time: 1 hour



ADDITIONAL SUGGESTIONSFOR FURTHER EXPLORATION-OF'VALUg
CLARIFICATION %

,

. Identifying' material resources for addjtional, activities in

the area of value clarificatiOn.

Try to design and ereate value clar4fying activities for

yourself in your own situation, Demonstrate these activities

within small groups of workshop participants.

3. Additional Activities: -'Keep a log of the'types of activities you

are involved in for a certaittperiod of time (week, month;-etf.).
, 4

Rank the activities you listed fr6 mostArportant to least

important.

Listany actOtties you wish you had

Determin'e Wkich activities or events

eliminated.

O

ti

'done which you didn't do.

you wish you could have

21
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ADDITIONAL SUGGESTIONS

The purpose of the Additional Suggestions section is to allow

participants the option to further explore the process of values

dlai-ification, The first two suggestions would be valuable to

participants placing emphasis on their own abilities to implement their

experiences in a classromOsituation.

Suggestion three, an additional experiential activity, is-

offered as a structured possibility to those participants. wishing

to continue the process of values clarification. ,You may want to

substitute some of these activities for one or two of those included

in this workthop.

- L-10



III DECISION-MAKING

This section of the module will be'similiar to the preceding

section on Values, which exposed you to expe iences both As a learner

(in clarifying your own values) and as educator (in acquiring and

adapting these experiences i'nt'o m ods to help students clarify their

values). The focus on this ection is also on you as,a learner who

is exposed to a program for improving your decision-making skills.

This is intinded to give you practice in evaluating your own decision*,

making skills and thus to-help you place yourself in the role of the

students w4th whom you work. Again, the emphasis is on helping you
\c.

experience and learn strategies which you can adapt for use with your

own students.

22
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A. DECISION-MAKING STRATEGIES

Everyone's life is full-. of countless choices and decisions. Many

of 'these decisions are simple choices: when to get up in the morning,

what to wear, what foods to eat for breakfast. Other decisions are

important, to resolve conflicts, problem, or crises thkt confront us

.,sand need a soliiiion. Still other decisions concern major directions

( we will take that may influencd the whole cours of our fives:

educational plans, getting married, selecting a career.

People respond to making decisions in many `different ways. Some

less effective ways of deciding include the following:

1. -The Ostrich Approach. - Following the myth of the ostrich who

puts itc head in the ,sand, many people try to avoid making a

(let ,,iog or resolving a problem by denying that the need

.xists. Subsequently, there is no need to decide and act.

However, we have all heard the adage that "not to decide is

to decide" and what we have really done is let our ship go

on without a rudder.

2. The Santa Clause or Great White Knight Approach - Here

petre are aware of a situation or problem to be resolved,

t sit passively and wait for someone else to decide. It is

i.ne hope of this individual that decisions -w:11 be made for

theM by some more knowing person, thus fOrfeiting their own

control and responsibility in the situation.

3. Sudden Sam - Unlike the'previqus two ways of passively



waiting fecisions to be made, the impulsive person

ti

immediately acts with only the slightest provocation and

with little or no reflection upon the decision. This type of

person is continually having to deal, with the consequences of

having made a hasty deciiion.
sc4,

We Would certainly recommend a better appioach for deciding and

directing one's,life than the ways listed above. 'This section of the

ma ual will be directed toward exploring a .decision-making/problem-

sol ing approach that will permit the persorl to become more aware of

her/his situation, systematically, look at'and evaluate input informa-

tion, determine'possible alternatives, and then make the best possible

choice.

The Need for Good Decision:

Alvin Toffler (1970), author of Future Shock, and others have point-

ed that we are increasingly confronted with more and more chalices to

make in our daily lives. This "overchoice" situation is made more

complex by the fact that changes in our society have given most of us,

and young people in particulan increased freedom to decide which

choices we will make on the basis of our personal values rather than

on the basic of societal dictates. As our freedom to ma our own

decisions is increased, so is our personal responsibilty (-or these

decisions. In attempting to maximize our satisfaction with the

various decisions we make, it helps to have developed a sequence of

logical, practical decision-making skills which we can make use of in

24
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decision- making situ tions.' c

Through the pr eg.of developing good decision-making skills,

we learn to generate as many-choices and possible alternatives we can

think of at anpgiv.4n decision point in our lives, thus increasing our

personal freedom e+ further. We-are alo enabled to attain better

control over our lii)es by learning to evaluate and compare the

desirability and realistic achievability, of the various alternatives

open to us before we make our final decision.

A "good", decision is.one in which "the skills of decision-making

are used to choose the alternative that is best accordi6g to the

decision-maker's preferences" (Gelatt, et. al., 1973). The skills

-required include clarifying one's values, identifying the problem,

generating alternatives, acquirifig and evaluating information related

to each alternative, and assighing probabilities for the success ot=

each alternative. Although the use of decision-making skills will not

guarantee that the outcomes of our decisions Will always be exactly

what we want, the application of such skills certaini'

likelihood that the outcomes which result from our de

fact be desir*able and will reflect and relate as closely as possible

:to our own personal values.

Iii'the following section, the four skill areas in a recommended

decision-making model are presented. This model is followed by text

sections and decision-making activities which will give participants

an opportunity to practice decision-making skills.

25



B. RECOMMENDED DECISION-MAKING MODEL

1. 'Identifying the problem.

a. Becoming aware of a problem when it exists.
Art

b. Inhibiting the tendency to.respond impulsively or passively,

to the problem.

c. Specifying the desired state of affairs (What it would be

like if the problem were resolved).

d. Determining distrepancies between the ,current situation and

the desired state of affairs.

2. Gathering and evaluating information as a base for decision-

makin§.

a. Formulating a strategy for searching for information

relevant to the prob*

b. Becoming aware of sourcesof information.

c. Evaluating the reliability and accuracy of information

received and the sources of that information.

d. Considering any new information relevant to the problem

even if conflicting with that preSently held.

3. Generating and evaluating multiple alternatives to the solution

of the problem.

a. Generating multiple courses of action or alternatives.

b. Considering possible outcomes associated with each

alteAative.

c. Calculating the probabilities of each outcome's occurrence.

1



. Determining iteria for the desirability of possible

outcomes in relation to re desired state of affairs.

4. Selecting the most desirable alternatives for the sblutiOn of the

problem, formulating plans for implementing these alternatives,

and evaluating the alternative selected.

a. Selecting the most desirable alternative based on established

criteria.
,

b. Selecting,-on the baSis of the same criteria, a second

'alternative for the solution ofthe problem to be used in the

case of problems wi h implementation o' the first choice

alternative.

c. Analyzing and evaluating the problem-solvin ,ocet, an( a

alternative chosen. This includes being adaptable to

changing the solution if analysis indicates doing so.

27
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ACTIVITY 6

4

SELF-EVALUATION OF DECISION-MAKING ABILITY

ar

A pre- requisite to making decistons and olving problems is to

know yourself in terms of your personal decis_212:fflakIng abilities.

This
of

exercise is designed to help you determine some of your personal

decision making styles trategies and strengths/weaknesses.

Step

Determininy ideal decision-making qualities. Choose a 'persOn
7

that you ha, in y d about in a book, or a

fame public figure) that you feel is a person who is able totdirect

his/her life in a very satisfying way and is also recognized and

admired by others for the decisions they made.

,Write the name of-this person on a sheet of paper. Then list

five qualities you perceive that person as having that may have some

relationship to the person's ability to be a good decisiOn-makere

Step 2)

The workshop coordinator or a recorder c osen fr4 the d'edup will

now-cdmpile a list of the many different qual4ties written down by the

participants. This will be done in the form of\brainstorming, with

each participant announcinythe qualities they have listed without

discussion. A group of tw ve or more people will typically Come up

'with a list of 50 or more ualities for"good decisioh-makirig.
, /

28



Step 3:

Self-evaluation. From the master list, each person will tnow
, i 9

, .

determine how they personally stack -up in decision-making abilities.

Choose the 5-6 qualities which you feel are most like you and write

r\

these down as yo r decision-malting attributes. Choose the 5-6

qualities whit you feel are least like you, but which you would

like to improve upon and jot.them down also.

diep 4:

Pair-off with another participint or break into small groups of\
4 . . .

3-4 people and discuss what you have found to be your decision-making

;

strengths/weaknesses. Determine how you may best use your strengths

and *prove your weaknesses.

29
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ACTIVITY 6

k
SELF-APORAISAL OF DECISION-MAKING ABILITY

After the participants have read the initial decision-making text(

and the model, introduce Activity 6.

The purpose of this activity is to alloy participants to look it

some of the qualities and behaviors of an ideal decision-maker

as they respond to a master-list of these qualities.

Below are some suggestions for' ways you might facilitate this

process:

Step 1:

To assist,,partkipants in determining an.ideal ddcYision-maker

(

you mighOgisb to give a few examples. Examples Could include political

leaders (Franklin Roosevelt, Jack Kennedy, Jimmy Carter) or military

leader'(Napoleon, Patton) or leaders of movements that havead

impact or made change in society (Martin Luther King, Ralph Na er4.

c
Another 10141e might conk your,from your, own'peryonal life which y u

might introduce in a way similar to the following'. "I remember

working for a principal who was well respected for..." or "My Mother

was always looked to in our family when we had td deal with a crisis

or reach a major decision..." Your example shOuld help participants

come up with thei ideal, but be careful not to limit their chokes

by giving too narrow an example. (



Linight also add some examples' of the type of qualities t

listed. Below are but 'a few poss r ties:4(4i

...a confident

to be

...cool in the

f-

...considerate

...high degree

.always knew

person

objective,

face of pressure

of how others felt

of self AW%re eSs _

what expect

act's,

-..critical or angiy ical

.';.-listened-tOliihatothersLsaid

, \

t.

./

Step 2:1
.

Use a chalk board or several sheets of newspriht to c mpile tha.

many responseS gnerated by participants. Do this as ofickly as

possible andwithout discussion other th n the clarification of arfy-

ambiguous statements. :Fry to combine si ilar responses coming from

; a
different people.

r.

.),!1:1 3:

Go over the instructions for the self-evaluation in this step and

'allow participants about 10 minutes to make list of strengths

and weaknesses.

L-12 '



Step 4:

The discussion can be the most important aspect of the entire

exercise. Here participants have the opportunity to explore them-

selves and their oWn strengtWiendweaknesses: Letting participints

discuss in pairs or threesomes will offer a better opportunity for

pursuing the self-evaluation in mah more depth than the use of

larger groups.' You might want to structure this diicussion in order,to

facilitate:a more meaningful interaction. For example: For three

minutes one person will discuss their strengths and attributes while th

second. person listens, clarifies, or responds to what is being said

Init'waits until their own time to discuss, their qualities.

Another suggestion for further discussion at this point would ,
$ ,,11,;

die f6_ ask participants in their, small groups.. to come,UP with

suggestions an ways'to improve their decision-making abilities.

Time: 1 to lh

Materials: Newsprint or chalk board
Markers
Pencils
Paper

'4-
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1

OPTIONAL EXERCISES

A. Ask each indi idual to identify choice situations within the

past few days or weeks where he/she responded as (1) an Ostrich,

(2) a GreatWhite Knight, and/or (3) a Suddert Sam. A follow-up
41,4

discussion could focus on the various strategies and styles used

for different types of situations.

B. Asking the group to create "additional" names for, other

strategies would be another alternative activity designed to

accoMplish'the purpose of increasing awareness of personal

decision-making styles.

L-14
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ACTIVITY 7 AN OVERVIEW OF THEDECISION-MAKING MODEL

The goalgoal of this activity is to show you how the decision-

making model, introduced on the previous pages, can be''..applied to a

real-life decision-making/problem solving situation.

The-fbllowing script entitled. The War on Ignorance, tells the

story of how a boy named Bob comes to grips with his study problee.

Listen carefully to the tape and read along in the script. The tape

wT1l be stopped several times to allow you to answer the questions

written in the boxes at various points in the scrip. Please write

,yoUr answers on a piece of paper.

30
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DECISION MAKING

ACTIVITY 7 AN OVERVIEW OF THE DECISION-MAKING MODEL -,

_

tape of The War,o6 Lghorance should Wmade prior to the
.

workshop. Script.ii included in the participant's manual. An

Alternative, would be .to allow participants to role-play the

situation.

.2. Instruct pirticiAnts to refer to their copies of the script when

cessary-and to respond to the stimulus questions at eacI

t ing point. (Stimulus questions are in the participant's

script.)

3. Aftcrthe group has listened.to the tape and answered the

questions concerning-it, divide the group into groups of live,or

'six people. .Have the groups discuss the problem-solving-method

Bob used with the questions they answered at each stopping point

functioning as a guide in their discussion. You may need to

concentrate your efforts on maintaining task-orientation. Side

issues may have a tendency to emerge in this exercise.

p
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WAR ON IGNORANCE

Scene I: After the math test:

Tim:

Bob:

Tim'?

f

Bob;

111E.

Bob:

(ring of classroom bell, classroom noise)

. Hey, Bob, how did you do.on the test?

CC

Not too well. How dbout'you? /

Pretty good, except for the last section. Overall the score

was OK. Was yours really bad?

I think I missed almost half of the objectives.

(whistles) What happened?

I don't know. A lot of times my mind seems.to go blank when
I take tests. Also, I,didn"t-really study very much. And the

last test wasn't much better. Guess I'm not cut out to bt a

mathematician. ,

Tiny Oh well, don't takeft too har4.,,AiSten, if yo canAet the
'ear, why don't you come over to theihouse

t
tonc4ht?

Bob: OK, see, yotp 1 ater.

Scene II: At home,

(rock and roll music is playing loudly. A dOor opens and closes.)

4

Father: Hi, Bob.

Bob:
)

'Oh, hi Dad.

Father: What are you up to?

Bob: Not much. Just listening to some new records.

Father: So I hear. Can you turn it down a little?
(music level down)
That's better.

Bob: Tim asked me to go over to his house. Can I use the car,

please?
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Father:

Bob: Thanks* Dad.

Mmmm...I suppose if your Mother doesn'tineed it:

rher: What's this?
. -

Bob: Oh, that's just a copy of a math paper.

Father: This was-^e test?

Bob: Yeah.

Father: It looks like you missed a lot of the problems.

Bob: Yeah. I

\

Father: '(sternly): Doing poqcly in school seems to be a habit with you.

Bob: I guess so.*

Father: Why?

Bob: -I don't. know.

Father:4 (sighing): I've been meaning.to talk to you about your school
work for 'quite awhile now...maybe this is-the right
You know we have'h't pushed you; If you like, you can go On,to.

college,. or junior college' Or trade school, or right-into a
Whatevar,you_decide you .really want to do when you .get

cs,Otit'Of.high7sChool.Will.be.fine with us. Anyway,: chances are

...4yoll'-11-be spending a ,cZuple of 'years in the service somewhere;

along the line. But what I'm saying is that no matter what

\t, you wind up doing, this kind of performance isn't going to

I
you see

''

help. Can that? -

)

' Bob: Yeah.

Father: Good. Then I-want to see you do something about it. What seems

to be the problem? '

Bob: Well, you know I've never been a top student.

Father: 'And I'm not asking you to be one now. But I do know that you
can do better than you are doing. Think about it.,

Bob: OK.

Father: I've already said'you could go to Tim's house, so go ahead,
but after tonight you can forget about using the Qar until
your work begins to show some improvement. As a matter of,
fact, after tonight forget about leaving the house at all for

a while.
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Bob: Aww, Dad, I...

thingsFather: Now don't give me any arguffients. 7_ When i have changed we
s can discuss it again. Is that-understood?

O

;

Bob: Yeah,..I1-11 see what I can figure out. P.m going to Tim's
now, but I'll be back soon.

,

STOP NO. 1 When do you think Bob became a re that he had a'probiem?

Now that' Bob is aware that there is a problem.) there are all
sorts of ways in which he might react to it. He could react
impulsively by doing the first thing that he thinks of.
He could admit that the problem exists but do nothing about
it. That would be reacting passively. He could then avoid
the problem by denying that there. is a problem, or running
away from the problem. Of coarse the best thing to do would
be to decide to face it and work to solve it. See if'you
can recognize the way Bob reacts.

Scent III: Driving to Tim's house

#(Car door opens and shuts, engine starts, sound of ca driving
continues during this sequence.' Bob's voice, representing his
thoughts, should have a light echo effect).

Bob: Well,, this is another fine mess I've gotten'myself into. I

dOn'tiknow what to do aboUt it either..:maybe 4- should_ just
drop out of school: Then I wouldn't have a worry about tests
atd,school.and studying...of course, I would have to worry
about finding a job, and supporting myself...probably hot too.

manyjobs open for somebody who couldn't even finish high
schOol...If the problem wos just in math class, then I could
just drop that class, but/ I'm not doing very well in any of
my classes...Hmm!! Guess there isn't any easy way out of
this one But things can't stay.the way they, ark- -Dad's on
,my back, my teachers aren't wry happy about -- either, and
I. turn into:a nervous wreck every time I have to take a test.
On top of that I can't even go a, good job of studying if I
try. I've got to find someway of changing all that...Well,
here's Tim's house...maybe I can get some ideas by talking to
him.,

s(motor off; car door opens and closes)
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Scene IV: Tim's house

(Doorbell rings, door opens).

Tim:. Hi, Bob. Come on in.-

Bob: Thanks.

Tim: You look like you just lost your last friend. What's wrong?

Bob: Don't/ask.

Tim: , CoTe on, what's,up?

Well, for one thing, if my parents hai'm their won't be
coming here for a while.

Tim: (laughing) Why? They don't approve of me?

Bob: They think you're fine. It's me theyjon't approve of.

Tim:,. ,What do you mean? ,

Bob: Well, you know I haven't been doi g well at school, and when
Dad saw howlong I'm taking to co pl_ete map modules and how
manybobjectives I'm missing in th tesishe groundcIrme until
I start doinb better. 4

Tim: Wow. What are you going to*?

Bob": I'm not)sure...,4 haven't been doing very well for quite a
while...I thought.if I just waited a while, things would get
better, but they'haven't. And if I want to use the car again,
I'd better do something. If I can do better on the next
module test, that WOuldzeally help.

Tim: So you are going to cram for that one?

Bob: That would help, but cramming is really a pain; and when I do,
I always forget everything right after the test...no, I think
I'd better look farther ahead than just this test--I mean the
problem is bigger than just one test.

Tim: Well, do you think that maybe it's just that you hive hard
teachers this year?

Bob: Not really. Oh, a couple of them are, but all my clas416_
except physical education have been hard for me...I don't
think I can blame it aT1 on the teachers.

a
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TAP:- Still_Litssounds like your parents are being pretty,strict,*
grounding You...

K

Bob: Yeah, I was a little mad at Dad...for a minute I even thought,
about dropping opt, and just getting away from it that way.
Or I could be stubborn and try to get along without using the
car, but it's not just being grounded that bothers me...the
thing is that Iknow I'm not stupid, I'm no genius either,
but at leait I should be ablep handle school work. It

. , can't be that'llardA

i
c

. .

STOP NO. 2

,

\. ',
,c.

.
,

1. Did Bob consider responding impulsively? When he considered

4
that way of reacting, what did. he almost do?

. L
2. Dist Bob consider reacting passively? What would he have done

if.he decided to do that?

3. What would Bob have done if he had decided to run av iy from
or avoid the problem?

4. What factors' influenced Bob to dedide to work on the prob em
rather'than to pick a way but like those above?

In the next part of the story, Bob will do two very important
things. He will explain what he'd like things to be like if the
problem were solved and he will make clear what things are like now.
In addition to these two things, listen for the ways he points out
the differences between the ideal state of affairs and the current
situation in which he finds himself.

b

Tim: Well, what exactly is the problem?

Bob: Ilthink probably there's a whole bunch of problems all tied

together. For one thing, I don't really spend much time

studying. I know I should spend more, but somehow I just
never seem, to get around to it...

Tim: I kno just what you mean...

Bob:. And I suppose I feel kind of guilty about it, bec e I think

about i,.even whe I'm rying to have fun doing somet ing else.

' Tim: But I'm sure)you do some studying...



Bob: Oh sure, but even than I can't concentrate on what I'm
doing. After a few7mtnutes something else- catches my eye
and I get sidetracked; it's not a very efficient way to study.

Tom: Well.... ,.

Bob': Another thing is that with a poor'school record my futuTe
writ look too bright.

Tim: , What about your future? What are you going to do when you
finish high school?

Bob: I don't know. If I do fairly well:in high school then I can
probably get into a college if I want to. But the way things
tare now, I couldn't, even if I wanted to. And tfl.go right
to work, whatever boss was going to hire me would want to see
how well applied myself in.schoole' IL's a probleM I just
can't get away from.

Tim: Of course if you go into the service I guess it won't make
that much difference.

Bob: Even there you have to take all kinds of testr-to see what
you'ye going to be assigned to.' I've heard that the ones who
don't do well soMetimes end,U carrying rifles in the front
lines.

Tim: It's probably not quite that bad, but I see what you Mean.

Bob: Andtheianother thing,: I want to go out for baseball this
ytarf and,,,ykavg to *be doing OK in your classes to even try
out.

Tim: So exactly what do you Want to do abltt all this?

Bob) know what I want, but not how I'm going to do it. I'd like
o be able to be at,least an average student. Then I'd have
ome self- respect, and it would keep my parents satisfied,

a d g me a crack at higheeducation if I wanted it. Also,
able to try out for the baseball tgam, and have a better

cha of getting a decent jo if hat's what I want when I
ff high school. Also, F-Watt be able to take tests

ut going into a panic, and f e able to,do well on them,
ithout spending all my time ju t stufdying./

Tim: I can see that things could be a lot betterj-but still, being
a better student wouldn't end all your worries..t
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Bob: Aou're "right0for example, I may-still turn out to be a rotten
basebal ayer and might not make the team even if I'm
eligible to o out for it. But right now I'm not e)en.sin 6'
position to find out- -doing poorly in school is respon ible
`for my being grounded, for my being ineligible for sports,
and for the fact that my future doesn't look too good.
Being a better student wouldn't put me on top of the world,
but at least I wouldn't feel so boxed in. /

STOP NO. 3'

1. :Describe hgw Bob wanted things to be.

K.
2.

:A
.What were the main things which he described as being the
curr- t situation in which he finds himself?

3. Spe ify exactly what you think the problem is. (Describe in /

det it the differences between the current, situation and
Bo s ideal.) 1_

The s cond step in the dection-making mo s searching for,
evaluating and using_ information which will help in solving a
problem. :y solVing a problem you Will be eliminating the differences
between e current, and the ideal situation. As the story continues,
'notice h Bob sets up a strategy for seeking information, how he
valuads both the information he gets and the source from which he

inforilation.

1

i . I think see now. I guess what you have to dp now is to _lRarn
Aim to c centrate and study well so that your tests and:;:Your
grades ge better. And if you can do that, you and your
parents and teachers will feel better about the situation', --and
you'll have more control over your life, like sports and what,
you do when you get done with school. Is that a fair summar3p.

Bob: That hits it right on the nose: Since you understand the ,

problem so well, howAbout some help in solving it?-

Tim: Well, you know I'm not a fantastic student myself, You could,
ask Larry, though--he does really well in most ofrhis
classes, and you know him pretty well, don't you?

Bob: Yea, that's a good idea. Let's see--whp should-knowthe -most'
about how to -study?- A good student; like Larry. And there
must be some good books about stuff like that. Also I think
I'll ask Mr EBowtry. .
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Tim: The counselor? The only times I've talked to him were at the
beginning of the year, and that time I got'into trouble for
cutting science class.

Bob: I haven't talked to him much either, but ,I guess he's supposed
to help students solve problems, and ifthere's one thing he
should know abot,lit's studying). Arid maybe I, could talk it
over with my parents, too:

_ Tim: . It's been awhile since they've been in school_, hasn't it?

Bob: Yes, don't think hey'll be able to help fn thtiway, but
maybe they'can keep my little brother off my batkAhen I'm
tryijig to study and things like that. And speaking of
parents, minetigilll probably. be really mad if P,m,not balk
home pretty son.

Tim: OK, I'll see you later. Good luck.

'Bob: Thanks, see you tomorrow.

-

Scene V. Following up

A. With Larry
(school halIroom sounds)

Bob: Hi, Larry. 'fr°

Larry: Oh, hi, Bob. How's it going?

Bob: OK. Listen, can I talk to yogi for a few minutes?

Larry: Sure, what's on your mind?

Bob: Well, this may sound a little funny, b,ut I'm havingtproblems
keeping up my grades, and I know you get pretty good grades
and still have time for sports and stuff, so I-was wondering
if you'could, well, maybe give me some advice...

Larry; I ca I'm not really an expert, but there are a few
special ings I do. One is that I tryto take,really good
notes in lass and from the reading. It helps me to pay
attentionto what I'm doing, a d once I have all.the,important
points down I can concentrate on -remembering and applying
them. There are a few tricks to taking good, notes that I
can tell you.

(voice fades out) (nuisic transition)

6
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With Mr. Bowtry

Bob:,

Mr. Bowtry:

Bob:

Mr. Bowtry:

Bob:

Mr. Bowtry:

Bob:

Mr. Bowtry:

Hi, Mr. Bowtry. Can I comp in?

Sure, have -a seat.

The reason I wanted to see you Wa_to
about studying...

That's a pleasant surprise:

How'do you mean?

some advice

(chuckling) Just that usually the only chAncg I have of
seeing students is when they get into trouble one
kind or another--but I'm very happy. when a stulent comes
to me for other kinds of help, becAUse that's really
,what I'm here for...let's start,* -taking a look at your
schedule andvour outside activities...You seem to have
an average work load, right? r -

Yes, I've been thinking about it a lot, andlq think it's
not-that I'have too much work, but just that I don't
really know how to handle the work I do have...I can't
seem to study very well.. ,

, . (
That's really not such,an unusual Obblem? Bob,, and one
,of the things that the school does offer is a study perJod
if you want,it, so that you n study in a quiet

atmosphere. There's always.a'c4teacher around to make sure
that there aren't too many distractions, and he can'also
help you with your homework if you ruh

2
into trouble with

it.

Bob: ' That soundklike a good idea. At home I always start
fooling arooqd,'especialTy if I'come to a part"in a book
or in my homekrk that I can't, understand.

Mr. Bowtry: Right. Of course,, taking a study period is only one of
many possibilities; I can tell you some more, and also
remember that we have some excellent books in our library
about study habits and things like that, which you also
may want to consult.

(voice fades out) (musical transition)
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C. Library

Girl: Can I help you?

Bob: .Yes, I wonder where you have books .about how to improve study
habits...

Girl: We have a number of those. And incidentally, 0 lot of students
fibd 'that doing their homework right here in the library helps.
Why don't you come; over to the card catalog and we'll see
what books we can find that youllitant to check out. :/-

.

(voice fades out 1

Scene VI. At home

Father: Well,dob, how are yoU cotling along?

Bob: 1,1;tty good, Dad. I talked to Lamy and,to the counselor
-today, and checked out a cOuple of books, and now going
toget all the ideas and suggestions down on paper. Of
course; some of the things I already know about,, but a lbt
of them ,I didn't, and I cap already pick out a few of the
things I can try. Al

,Fathe0,1/4Good. Your mother and I will do our best to keep it quiet
arotAnd here when you're trying-to-study. And I thoughit' of

something else--maybe you should do the'same by studying
without having the radio or the stereo on. I think it
distracts you.

Bob:' One of the books I got mentions Ahat,,too. I thought that
istening to music made studying easier; but I'll try it
without for a while to see if it makes any difference.

Father: Fine.

4'

t.

fir!
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STOP NO. 4

1. What sources did Bob decide to consult to get information to
help'him solve his problem?

2. What piece of!informatiotiThildBob receive that was in confli,ct -

with what he thought was a vac! i a?

In the next porVon of the tape, listen_for Bob to outline several
different ways of soving the problem. Thinking of alternatives is a
very important part of problem solving. Also listen_ for Bob to
consider the positive and negative aspects of each alternative and its
outcome.

Scene VII. On the phone to Tim

(the phone rings--Tim's voice is(Uted to simulate his being on
the other end of the phone)

Bob: Hello.

Tim :) Hi, Bob. This is Tim.. Just thought I'd find out how your war
on ignorance is coming along.

Bob: I'm winning some of the battles, if not the whole war. I got

everIthin.g together on paper. If I did everything that I've
read about or heard about, I'd become a number one student--
but I also wouldet have time for little things like eating
or sleeping.

Tim: Have you found a way to sort them out?

Bob: There are all kinds of possible combinations of the things
I've learned, but after writing them all doyn'and thinking it
over, I think there are three ways I could1ittack the problem.
First, I could just try to improve the way I've been studying,
but without making any really drastic changes.

Tim: Like, what would that iArolye?

Bob: I'd continue to study at home and just try to do it without
having the record player on, and without fooling around so
much. I'd try to put the things I've learned about note-
taking and stuff like that to use while still working at home.
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Tim: That might work..1.

Bob: Yeah, it might, but I think m ybe 'something more drast is
called for. That first- plan w uld help, but it might no b
enough. The second possibility is to take a study period at
school and do some bf 'my homework there, where I could ask
for help whenever I need it., And-whatever work I didn't
get done in study hall, I could dd in the library. I could
go there on weekends, too, to review and study the week's
lessons.

Tim: That's a, pretty ambitious plan...

Bob: It would probably g \ve the'best results, but it might be too
hard to keep up. I ewant to leave some time for sports,
watching TV, and going out. I'm not ready to give all that

climu 2},

STOP NO. 5

-Make a list of the alternatives that Bob mapped out for himself
and list the positive and negative aspects of each possible
outcome. What criteria did Bob use in beginning to select
alternatives?

In the next section you will see Bob choose one of the alternatives
he outlined. As is always wise, he also will select a second choice
or back-up alternative. When you select a back-up alternative, all is
not lost if your first choice alternative doesn't work for some reason.

Tim: So I presume that plan Rpwber 3 is the magic one?

Bob: Unfortunately it's not magit, but I think it's the best one.
I'm going to take the 'study period at school and then set
aside a co.uple of hours every night to study'at home. That
way I have some time at school when I definitely won't be
distracted and when I can ask a teacher gmgstions, but I'll
also get a chance to do some effective studying at home.

Tim: You're going to try to combine the two, right?

/
Bob: Right. I'll skim the reading assignments during study hall

and ask questions hen. That way I shouldn't have too much
trouble when I re- ead it and take notes at home.

Tim: Think you'll be able to concentrate at home?
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Bob: I'm going to try studying each subject for just a half hour
at a time at first, so that I don't lose interest, and I'm I

going to try to study for at least two hours a night.

Tim: Hope it works,..

3:
You and me b&h. It'll be great if it does, because I
figure I can spare that much time and still do other things.

Tim: And if that doesn't work?

Bob: 4 figure that a couple of things might happen. Maybe at
first I won't be able to stick to studying at home for even
two hours at a time. If that happens I'll study for an our

then take a break before studying another hour. The oth r

thing is that two hours may not be long enough. And if hat's

the case, then I'll try adding some hours, probably all of
Sunday afterno017

Tim: Sunday afternoons can be a drag anyway...all there is to do is
think about the fact that Friday and Saturday nights are gone,
and that,there's a whole veek-ofAschool' ahead...usually
there's notM'ng good on TVi,even.

: That's true. Anyway, I4igureT11, give my first plan a
chance for a month. Then,'if nesary, I'll add the extra
weekend hours and try that for a month. If all that doesh't
work, theh there must be somethiAgAelse wrong, and I guess'

I'd better go back to Mr,. Bowtry to talk about it. But at

least.,nobody will be able to say I'm not trying.

Tim: That's hr sure. Bdf what kindof results are you trying for?

Bob: Right now I just wnt to start improving. If after a month
I still miss more'than one or two objectives in each module,
I'll know I need more work. Mr. Bowtry says that most of the
time you panic on tests because you are afraid you didn't
stiy e'tiough, and that if you go into a test with self-
corRidence you're likely to do better.

Tim: Makes sense.

Bob: Listen, I think Mom wants to use the phone. Talk to yqu

later, OK?

Tim: Right, Bye.
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STOP 140. 6

1. Which alternative did Bob decide to follow?

2. What was his second choice Alternative?

Finally, Bob will analyze his problem-solving process. In this
way he will find out if his plan is working. If not, perhaps it
needs toe changed, or he could switch to his second chCce alternative.
Analyzing his problem-solving process can also help him be better
prepared to solve future problems.

Scene VIII. Talking to Larry

(hall noises)

Larry: Hey, Bob:

Bob: Hi, Larry. How are you?

Larry: I was just going to ask how the studies are going.

Bob: It's only been a week since I started, so it's too early to
tell if myspaan is working, but I'm trying. So far I've
stuck to it; now it's a matter of time.

Larry: Good luck.

Bob: Thanks--and thanks again for your help.

Larry: Sure, anytime...

Scene IX. At home

Father: Hey, Bob, it's been almost a month now since you started
your study program, hasn't it? How about a p,-ogress report--
I want to see whether I was right In giving you back the use
of the car part of the time.

Bob: Funny, I was just going to bring that up,_ especially since
I'd like to borrow the car on Saturday night....Here are the
copies of the results of a couple of tests I took last week.
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Father: These

,

look pretty good. , i

Bob: Yeah, and if I add a couple of hours an ,Sunday afternoon
for review, I think that'll do it.

Father: Good. We've been pleased with the way you've kept up your
plan. If you can go on for the rest of the year, you should
be in pretty good shape.

Bob: Yeah...about the car

Father: OK, fine, you can use it

Bob: Thanks!

STOP NO. 7 7

1. What .indications did Bob have that his plan was working?

2. What changes in his plans did he decide to make?

Scene X. Talking_ to Tim

(the phone rings--Tim's' voice is muted to simulate his being on
the other end of the phone)

Bob: Hello.

Tim: Hi, Bob, Tim here. Since we got report Bards today, I

thought I'd find out how things came out.

Bob: Not bod. I completed two more modules than I thought I could

and I'm on)y'missing one or two objectives on each test.

Tim: Hey, that's quite an improvement:

Bob: Yeah, you already know that I got the use of Lhe car again,
and things are better all the way around at home. And I

don't worry so much about tests, even though I still can't

say I really enjoy 'em.

Tim: Well, that'd be asking too much...
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,beforeyou know I wasted a lot of time. before. Even as it is, I -/
I suppose...Of course now I have a little less. free time, but'r/

Bob:

still have some time left over, .which is good. One of the

reasons that I'm doing better is that the teachers know I'm

trying, and they've been pretty-helpful. Now I guess I

have to keep it up if I want to keep getting results, but

I think I can do it.

"rim: Glad to hear it...with my study habits, maybe I'll be asking

you some advice myself before too long:

Bob: Well, I'll refer you to my sources. You know, it hasn't been

all that easy to study more and all that, but at least I

found out that when you need help with a problem there are

people around who know what's going on and are willing to

help if re willing to ask.

Tim: Now all you need-is to find somebody to help make you

handsome, rich, and a star baseball player:

Bob: Hey: (laughing) One problem at vtime:
r
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AND NOW:.

having listened to Bob's story you have some idea of how he applied

the decision-making mod 1 to his problem. Your workshop coordinator

will r,low lead a short discussion focusing on thequestions you were

asked at the variousostiiin the tape.

Activity 7, The War on I norance, was intemied as an overview--an

example of how t recision- making model can be applied to real-life

situations. T
/

following sections deal with the steps of Ocmodel

in much more/detail and provide more specific activities for your use

in the process of experiencir and understanding decision-making.
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We all have areas of concern about ourselves. These concerns

are \Afined as problems only in the sense that they involve

di epancies between what exists now and a desired state of affairs.

--Some example,s of ,6reas of concern might be: 196ing weight, making Ai

new friends, learning to use time more efficiently, beginning an

exerciseAprogram,becoming more assertive.

In moving systematically through the deOsion-making model,

these areas of personal concern will be useful !to you as basis for

exklycises allowing you, as parcipants, to experience the decision-

/
making process.

STEP 1: IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEM

The rst step in dealing

with a problem is recognizing that
exists. This sounds obvious

but'At isn't always as easy as it
soup . Some problems make them-
"selves immediately felt, while

ot others ay make their existence
-known only through a" lightly
uncomfortable feeling that you
hardly notice. The more you
understand about how you want
your life and suidayndings to be,
(i.e. what %/We) the easier
it will be for you to recognize
when a problem exists.
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Perhaps the best way to recognize a problem is to sit down

and ask yourself these questions:

...What is my life like at this time?

..,Are there any parts of my life with which I'm not satisfied?

These questions are sometimes more easily answered if they are

broken down and answered for the various segments or parts of yoUr'

life, such as: occupation, relationships with others, recreational

activities, financial situations, etc.

ThfS section should help you identify and expo personal

arAs of concern:

c1,1(077.,:Tr-



ACTIVITY 8 THE PIE OF LIFE

This activityactivity. simply asks you to inventory your life--to see how

you actually spend your time, your money, etc., to answer the

questions: "What is my life like at this time? and Are there any

parts,of my life with which I am not satisfied?"

Step 1:

Consider the circle or "pie" below the 24 hour period of a

he typical day.

1)

50'

Divide your circle into four

quarters; representing six hours

each. Use dotted lines for this

vision.

Now estimate the number of

hours yoU spendAn speCific
2

acti4ies during your day...1W

Some lea to consider,are sleep,

chores, work, family, hobbies,

alone, etc.

Indicate tnesegime allot

ments' with solid Tiries on your

.circle.
4



Now break into small groupslof 3-4 and di scuss the following

'stimulus questions:

-...Are,you satisfied with the relative sizes of your slices?

...Ideally, how large would you want each slice to-be? Draw

your ideal pie.

...Consider the possibilities and consequences of changing the Sipp

) size of the slices you are not pleased with.
(0

Step 2: %

d' ConSider the circle below as the total time you spend at work

(S hours,,8 hours,_etc.)

.*

fi

Again, divide your circle

using dottedlines, each setion

representing 14 of le time, spit

at work. (Example 14 of 8 hours

2 hours per section.)

*-
Estimate the number of

hours spent in specific

dtt

activities at WOrk:-.,,possibi
-

pities include filing, writing,
fr"

housekeeping choresi(Zalling

roll, etc.), break time, etc.

Indicate these time

allotments with solid Ines.

4



,Iptice7the previous stimulus questions again, this time for

the. specific t)me framework of voUr work ,day.

cs

52
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TEP 2: GATHERING AND EVALUATING INFORMATION AS ABASE, FOR DECISION
6MAKING

Often, when-we begin oaling for Information abOut a problem, we

are not sure exactly Wh t formation we really need; we may only be

able to. state in a general wa what the pro;)em ois, allA
'about! FOr-

example, 4f Ira is sot having, ny lut( making frIendsf, a lot of

questions may pop into his hea

411

Rather than pa6cking o 4etting ',depresed, Ira could decide to

rmatioeabout 'h s proble, but fi rst he needs to know where to

get the right kind of information.

53



NIIFYING THE PROBLEM

LACTIVITY 8 THE PIE OF LIFE

l. \ ,

k

L,J
1. After the group has read the` short action, Identifying -the

Problem", introduce Activitf 8.

2. Allow participants approXi43tely 15 minutes to complete the

0,,

"Pie of Life" independAtly then,break .the larger groups- into

small groups of 3-4 participants. Discussion in jitse'groups
.

,

should be based on the stimulus questions,.given.. Allbw

vprximately 0 minute for discus

L.

7---Maye the participants respond td' the second part of the exercise

indi.Vidually. Allow 15 minutes. Instruct them to cons4ier the.
.

, v

s-ame sttmulus 4uestions,.they,respond to in their occupational
.

./
r

"Pie of Life."

Time: 1 flour

fr L -16



Ira can see that his personality affects his so ial relationships,

and he can4b4in to assess his own personal characte istics.

The other people directly involved are the people he wants to have as

friends.. If he's got a lot of nerve, he might ask o e of these

people for an honest reason why .he well liked. Or maybe he can

ask,a061;tfriend- to discreetly find out for.him. H may also ask

,.

someone who has good social abilities.to give him so ctip's:

The key to'fiiiding uSeful-informatton-is,to begin' by knowing

the Major 5oureesief information. Once you are awar of the broad

categories of inOmation,sources, you can begin to ee which specific

sources might' be useful in solving the particula0Npr blem you are
.

working on.

411
fN4IIMATION SEARCH STRATEGY

At the same time that You are tonsi'dering a wide range of sources,

you can develop your strategy for how to use them by deciding the

answers to these general questions:

1. With which part of my life is this problem 611 erned?
a

(ecication and training, work,. use of spare time,

,cittzens4ip°, relationships with family .and friends?

Some sources are,Televant to some of these areas but not

-othbrs).

2. What do J know about mysea't is relevant to this .

problem? (What informatiqp do you 1%aVe about your abilities,
T

JI
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A

interests, values, or Orsonal and social behavior which

might be important in considering the problem?"

3. Whetotherpeople are directly involved in this problem?

(Directly involved or likely to be affected by'how ybu solve

it?)

4. What other people have had 'experience with this type of

problem and are in a po/'Sion to give information about it?
(These might include peopl-e4;ha have written books and `made

4

tapes olpfilms as well as those you may talk to directly.)

Answering :Ithese questions will provide you with an information

search strategy, that'is, a way to know which sources might be most

a., opriate to consult. By knowing into which category your problem

falls, you. wilT,Obbably see that some types of sources are likely to

1(70 M4,4 than others about certain types of problems.

The next step Of'your,strategy,is to see what kinds of information
fair

you can provide - ifyou cangiye yourself a lot of information, that

may cut down'on the hUmber of other sources you need to. consult. Next

you ask.yourself what otheeS.0-e.direcW involvedin.yourproblem,

11
: . -. 6

and you may want to get their help in solving the prObleln. Finally,

you see what other sources, inCludirig printed, tape and film materiels,

0 \
may apply to your problem. The Ke'xtfew peges.will 'help yod to

understand what the major information sources. are.

55
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THE MAJOR INFORMATION SOURCES

Sources of information can be divided into three general areas:

1. You - your ideas, fmpressions, and personal experiences. Only

you know what things you want most to achieve. Since you know

what some of your-abilities and interests are, and how badly you*

want to reach certain goals, yp\u can.provide valuable information

about many of your problems.
Ifs

2. ',Other people - their ideas, sutgestions, their persona

experiences, and similar information.

Other people can help, both directly and indirectly.- Direct,

h$p from other people Might involve information they have about

you-or the problem on which youAre seeking information. Good

friends, for example, ore a Source of information. They know

many of your desires and they see your behavior from a different

perspettive. They may be Able to suggest some changes. ypu can,

make-in your approach to the problem or some alternate Os.

haven't considered. Indirect Kelp from other people'might be

in the form of-Nferral.

'3. Impersonal printed, audig-visual materials - books, films, tapes,

magazines, hrid other written yd audio-visual materials.vl10The

third major source, published materials, can offer a terrific

amount of helpful information on nearly any problem.' Having to

plow through all the available information can be rough. Several

things an help you, however. Firs.t, you begin with at least a

a. 56
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general idea of what your problem is about, which narrows things

AP

down quite a bit. 'Second, you ask appropriate people to refer

you to materials. Feir example, a librarian can help yoU use many

information sources in the library.

57
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'ACTIVITY 9
aw

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

t

The goal ofihis aCtivity is to allow participants the

oppqrtunity to become aware of-possible sources of information that

are availab4e for use in reaching d deCision.

Read the activity "SourceseSnformation" and,respond to the
7"'

questions. Then break into small discussion gisoups of 4,1to discuss,

your responses to the activity.'

13'o

f.
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GATHERING INFORMATION AS A BASIS FOR DECISION-MAKING

ACTIVITY 9 SOURCES OF INFORMATION

1.. ,After thellarticipants have dread the section on gathering

information, introduce'Activity 9. Allow 15-20 minutes for
'4

ilidividual:,completion of the.actiVity.

2. Break the large group,into-small'igroups of 4-6 persons and

have them dtscuil briefly their rawses to the activity.

Allow 1.5 miniAes for discussion.4k

Time: 30 minutes

lb



SOURCES OF INFORM -ZION

Reid is currently employed in a seeking job .that he took immediately after
completing high school. The job pays well and Reid enjoys his work, but recently
he has found out from his coworkers that he cannot advance to a higher level
Unless.he receives a degree from a two-year college at least. Reid is about to
be married and his wife-to-be wants him to continue his" education, preferably at
a four -year college. Reid's boss thinkse will -need Oblytwci years of college
to advance to the management level o-ftis:-company. 'Reid's friends think that he
has to decideforhimself--and he has td consider the uncertainty of giving up a
well -pay 1g jobjor only the promise of possible advancement opportunities to

ervisqry and management levels. In giviiig a great deal of thought to the
-:dec Reid identifies the following sources of information that can help him
decide wh ther to continue his education by going to a two- or four-year college.

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT:
Individual abilities
What is most important'to him relating to work
What life style he desires in the future
What activities he really enjoys
What his immediate objectives are
What he-wants in the future
What outcome he can expect if he gets more. education
What the chances art4of attaining the outcome that he desires the most

at other people he..cares for want him to do
The advantages of his existing job as they relate to?his values and goals
PEOPLE TO TALK TO:
Fiancee
Friends
Parents 4.
Boss

College admissions ciffi5er
Relatives
THINGS TO READ:

tollege catalogs and g to college
Occupational information
InformatiOn on job market; now and in the future for his present job
Want ,ads in trade.journals

Reports on jobs available to college graduates
THINGS TO DO:
Visft an employment agency, 10

t nd for and complete college appl(caion -01rm
isit two-and four-year colleges he might at nd"

alk to people'at the management and spperv4 Y job level
ssesshfinancial needs

; ) k:
44,

4.1).

ake any college entrance and ptcemept tests .that ere required
1.

/.....*1. .

t. 5g%
fs'
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If you were to try to help Reid choose three of the best sources of information, or

those most likely to help him decide, which three would you choose?'

Sources

2.:

3.

What additional sources, not listed above, would you suggest that Reid investigate?

n.

60.



EVALUATING SOURCES

Ypu have learned that it is important to use an infiormation

search strategy when yolv go after the information; You will 'find that

sometimes you get conflicting information. One way to sort-out which

information you can best rely on is to evalOate your.sources of

information. Ideally, -you will want to use sources thatare informed
% .

and honest, sources which hve reliable and relevant information. You

will discove'r, howdiier, that it is sometimes difficult tO.find such

sources. There are three important questions you, should ask yourself
e.

about any soprce of information:

1. Is the source reliabledoes it usually Oveg3ccurate.

information?

Following are two examples of 'cases in which deciSiOns wef'e"

made on the.basis of unreliable information.

A student misses a meeting bebuse he hears a rumor that

it has been canceled.

b. A man decides to buy an old car because the owner, who is

a stranger to him, says it is in good condition..e

2. Is the source relevant to your problem?

Following are two xamples-of cases in Which decision- makers

collected useless,priillevant information.

a. A tddent takes an intelligencc test to find oilt'whaf
,

0 ,

(iy, Musical ins§trnt ii 600 learn'to 004*
. .i .

e - ,14t . ,1;4-, 1
. )1/4

1 . b. A st..ic"--reht,jr#adt\ocs.cupatiional `iriformationtithatls, nqw
. . Ar t- -

solete. f

.0
C. I. 1
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If a source of information doesn't answ r any of-the questions

you have set out to ansWer, or doesn't s geit any new

questions that you might have overlooked, then that source is

.probably not relevant to the solution of your problem.

3. Does the source have.a bias concerning yourdProblem7--is it

likely,to slant the information it'gives you or purposely e/

give you incomplete information?

The following excerpt from Decisions and Outcomes (Gelatt,

et.'al.; 1973) illustrates one type ofbias--bias in

advertising.

Advertisers try very hard to present information
that is personal and emotional. Why do they do this?

Information that "i -s pe;-Sonal and. emotional
has more power, more impact. Therefore, such
information will have more influence on' your decision-
making. For example, a television advertisement
shows a man shaving with a,particular shaving
cream and says that! it feels "smooth and comfortable."
This information is meant to influence men to choose
that particular brand the next time they buy shi-Ving
-cream. If this man .is, for instance, a,popular
professional football player, many men will "identify'
with him and be more likely,to decide on that
particular shaving cream,

Is a shaVing cream better for a man because a
famous personality use it or, because an unknown
Mr. Smith uses it?' Would it be more valuable
information if a neighbor used it and 'tolcithe man
it'vos "smooth"? 4

Soine sources may have a bias, a special 'interest

causing you. to believe or disbeJieve, certain facts by giving

out 'elected /information or lh distorting information. 'Ask

yourself, 3Does-this source have any motive that might

62
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preven it

s'alesMani

you about,

you about

living, he

a magazine

so it may

them more

allow°his

that paper

-1 t

, . ,....

frx? giving oUttrplfullrnforfttion?" .k
if

for e ample, Might be more interested in telling

the good points of his product than in telling

its bad ;p After aJl, in order to make a

._..
has:Wse4-17. you the vtoduct. In the same way,

\---
has to -se*copIes in order to stay in business,

distort the information in its articles to make

exciting. Likewise, the editor of a newspaper may

own Witical likes and disli4s to influence

's coverage of a politi-ca llicampaign:. t%. 44.'

If you simply write off all sources which have some bias, you

would find that you wouldn't have very many sources left. When you

find a.source, find out enough about it-togive' a good idea about

what kind of bias it might have. If the bias is not relevant to the

question yOu want answered,hen you're safe101'.If it is relevant (and

there aren't any unbiased or less-biased,sour es available) then get

information anyway but try to balance it ((slith information from

sources not likely to have the saita,_ki of bias:

1.

To sum, up, you may evaluate any source by answering these questions:

1.

t j

Is the source reliable--that is, is it likely to possess

accurate information and to have givenaccurate information

in the past?
to-

2.- Is the source relevant to the. problem?

3. Does the sourcf have a bias relevant: to,;yoUr_problem?

63



ACTIVITY 10

s

There are four statements listed below along with the source for

eacritatement. On the basisief the information given about the

source, discuss as a group whetheritor not you would believe the

-statement. If you choose not to believe a statement, discuss why not

(e.g., you think the source is not qualified, not relevant, biased,

or a combination of these).

1. The statement: cigarettes are not a health hazard.

A leading cigarette maker claims that cigarettes are not a

health ha/ard.

2. The statement: cigarettes are a health hazard.

The U. S. Surgeon General (who is head of a government agency
which is supposed to guard the public's health) claims that
extensive researchitows that cigarettes can cause cancer in

human.
, .

3. The statement: Willy needs a new carburator.

,Amt
Willy's friewho is a mechanic, checked the carburator on
Willy's car and says it has a broken valve which shou'd be

replaced.

The statement: Wilma ,should not try to pass algebra.

Wilma ,s father told her that she _doesn't have to worry about
passingLalbegra because soon cOmputers will make it so nobody

has to worry about any kind of math. Her father sells

insuranet, and has not worked with computers.

' 64
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ACTIVITY 10'
1
EVALUATING SOURCES

1

1. After the participants have read the section -on evaluating

sources, including the parts ,dealing releyance,

and bias, introducAActiyity 10.

2
2. Have participadts carry. out Activity 10 groups of 4118:

*3
3. Allow 20 minutes for discussion.

4. Discussion should center around whether qr not they believe a

r.

statement and reasons fo`r doUbtitng a statement (bias, irrelevance,

unreliable, etc.)

Time: 20 minutes

I

yr.
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ACTIVITY ii

Ir. I

As a group, or in small groups; discuss each o the'People to

Talk. To, Things to Read, and Things to Do which were, listed as

sources for Reid ih hit information search tn° Activity. 9SoUrCes Of

Information.. Evaluate eacbesource in terms of its reliability,

relevance, and assible

<0.

7
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-ACTIVITY' 11,

.1 R. 16 .4,

1 . 'Organize 164 groupsjilt 8-12.
,ft! 4

Possibilitids for organizing might include having three groups,

one for each type.f tourceimentioned in Activity 9 (People to

talk to Things, to. read, Thinip to do).

Time: 20 minutes



GENERATING ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

There are generally several possible solutions'to any problem:

Generating varfous alternatives is very important-in choosing' the

solution which will produce the most desirable outcomes'and which

has the greatest likelihood of-success. In many-situations,

particularly in emotional'crises, it sometimes seems to' the entangled

person that there are only one or two alternatives. If the person

uses decision-making methods and considers all the possible options

she/he can discover, she/he may find that there are more avenues open

than supposed. Thus it is always important to generate as many.

alternative solutions as possible.

Brainstorming is a method of generating ideas in quantity and in

a short period of,time. Familiarize yourself with these five ground

rules for brainstorming.*

1. Criticism or evaluation i& not allowed. Simply place the idea

before the group.

2. The session is to be open to any and all ideas - -The wilder the

better.

3. Quantity is very, important. Express all ideas without screehing

them yourself. This will come later.

4. Feel free to build onto ideas already expressed or to make

interesting combinations of ideas.

5. Limit yourself to one idea at a time so others can be heard.

* Napier, R. W. and Gershenfeld, M. K. Groups: Theory and

Experience. 3oston: Highton Mifflin, 1973.



A IVITY 12 BRAiNSTORMING

'

\

An elementary school faculty in New York Citydecided that theie

stu'ents needed to know more abOut some of

-

'the beauties.of pature.

They contacted a distributor who had: advertised butterfly sets,

contening 10 different kinds of butterflies mounted for viewing, and

ordered 200 of the sets When the order 'arrived, however, they had

receiv d by mistake 200 butterfly nets instead. Brainstorm some usef

butterf y nets in an inner-city school.

67



GENERATING ALTERNATIVES

ACTIVITY 12 'BRAINSTORMING

After discussing rules for brainstorming, conduct the brainstorming

activity with the entire group. Assign a recorder to take down all

ideas, plveferaOly. on a large pieCe of newsprint or the,chalk board
.,

make the list visible to participants.

Good brainstorming groups will come up with at least 25 ideas

in a minute. If your group seems to have trouble getting started, try

-the option)sl brainstorming activity,

/
Time: 30 minutes

M ateri al s : Newsprint or 6hal k board
Marke;s

4c
I

1

C
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OPTIONAL BRAINSTORMING EXERCISE

A logging camp in the North has always had trouble with

equipment. Lately, horemer, workers have been exprIessing satisfaction

with a foreign log pick used in turning logs. The foreman decides to

order as many foreign log picks as possible. Not being adept at

calling a foreign country, he gets a wrong number, and the accents

prevent the callers from realizing the mix-up. Thus the foreman,

receives 2000 corn dog sticks by special delivery two weeks later.

Brainstorm how corn dog sticks could be used in a logging camp:
(

44.
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SELECTINGCRITERIAFOR,W ERMINING DESiRABILITY OF OUTCOMES

11

T
.4

In order to rank 'the Ordbability oft.uccess of the various

alternativeS you'mustfi st consider what the possible results or .

consequences of each alte native are. You must then consider how -I.

likely it is that the consequences will occur, and whether or notithose,,

consequences are desirabl . e

You must-also considtr how close a possible'alterhative comes to

being the best solution to the problez. That is,.how close do the )

consequences'of a possible alternative come to the desired state of

affairs?

In the final analysis; the criteria you use in ranking your

alternatives will be based upon your personal values, the evaluation

of the information which is available. )
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ACTIVITY 13 SETTING CRITERIA

Refer back to your brainstorming activity in Exercise 12. You

are now going to go through a process of selecting the best idea from

your brainstorming list. Before making any selections, however, you

!red to establish certain criteria upon 4ich to make the selection.
od-

Determine which of the two brainstorming problems your group will

work on (butterfly nets or corn-dog sticks). Each person should then

write-down one or more criteria. considered important for making this

decision. Examples of criteria would include feasability, usefulness,

uniqueness,' cost saving, etc. Collect all of the possible criteria on

'newsprint or chalk board.

Each group member will then prioritize the top three choices as

a selection criteria. Determine the total reting for each criteria

by gi.ing thrle points ,for each first choice, two points for a

second choice and one point for third choice. Add up ihe.total

points and Aetermine the selection criteria based upon the highest

three point totals.

After the,top three criteria for selection have been determined, °

quickly go through the brainstorming li,t and pick Out the items wl1ich
. /-

came closest to meeting the criteria. After thegroup has'identified

4-8-itemS you mad then discuss the items using the criteria as

guidelines and make the final selection of best ideas.

70
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ACTIVITY 13 SELECTING CRITOIA

The workshop coordinators role during, this activity is to

keep the group on the task of developing and det9rmining selection

criteria and then using this criteria to make a final selection.

Be familiar with the process:A=butlined the manual an4\be,

reedy to give examples and faciTttate the process.

Time: 30-45 minutes

4,
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ACTIVITY 14

Step 1: .

Divide,4ntagroups of three or four people. In your small

grdups, read the following vignette, which is taken from an activity

in Decisions and Outcomes (Gelatt, et. al., 1973) -Spend 1005

minutes brainstorming aboyt and writing downLall the possNle alter-7
. _ 1 .

open to Jane. Consider, the alternatives which' Jane'berself-
, .

.

sees; as well as all the additional alternatives you can think of

Try to'-.generate as many alternatives as possible, Then reassemble as

sal large group to share and discuss your lists with each other.

Jane Johnson looked out the windows of the twenty -third
floor plush law office where she was About to be
.interviewed for an important position with a prestigious.
ffrm. She was amazed .at bow close the section of town,
in which e grew up seemed from hi h in toe building,.
and the thought to herself how near nd yet how different

itwas. She wondered if the people iving in those \.

rundown tenements.below ever looked, tothis huge
building of steel and glass and won ed what was going
on in it. Jane thought how long it eemed since she
hadgoneraway.from a-tenement and on to.college'because
a counselor had helped her obtain a scholarship. After

college, she had O lawto schdbl. With fee suctes
fpl years in a respectable law firm behfnd b r, she n
had a chance to advance herself both'profess-Ton#11ya d
financially in ti4t new °job. As_the,thOught about how
far she had come in the 12 yearcsince'she left that
tenement building, she felt a bit uneasy. She suddenly
remembered the many times-she had promised herself that
if she ever got to college and into a position where
she could help "people,'slie would,do it.' As a lawyer
she knew there was a great deal of help she could give'.
In fact,'she was reminded of it every day in the
newspapers'. But somehow; as the years passed, she
seemed to move 'further from her pledge tohelp her-

people. HerfinanCial obligations to help a younger
00other and sitterzthroughtollege seemed to widen the
gap between her recent actions and her pledge to be of
service to society.



7

1.
,Now, she6was goin

away from ber.promise.
corporate law' at a lev
she knew existed in th
city that had once bee

.

If she turned till

time before she sla

:order to keep he prom
alternative "job p ssib
never be as rewarding

Step 2:

-'-.

to be.asiced to take another step
An-this job, she would work in
1 far removed from those promises
t bleak; depressed area ofthe
her home.

job down now, it might be some
hance at something similar. In

se she would-haveto explore
lities, whiCh she,,knew could
inancially,

Retelurn to the small groups which were-formed for the last'

activity. ' For eveny alternlIttve yourrgisoup thought of for Jane's

problem,Aiscpss andlwrite own the group's thoughts on each of the

following items:

1. What are the probable consequences wh.ich,would occur if
Jane implemented this particular alternative?

- .

T 2. What is the likelibooti/of each of these consequence/
occuring? .

. .

3. Now close does thp alternative come to being the best
solution to the problem (i.e., how close do the consequences

/' : of this alternative come to the way Jane would like things

)

to be ideally?) .
,

I (6

4. .' What would Jane have to do in order to implement the
alternative? How 'likely is she to do this (i.e.; how
difficult, would it bd to implement the alternative)? ,

Consider such things as the group's perception of.Jane's
.level of determination in disCussing this item. Also

-consider how realistic the choice of each"particOlar
t. alternative would be,

Taking into4ccount the group's discussion of all the, items

listed abovq, tanktalternatives from most desirable/aChievable to

least desirable/achi 71ple Reassemble as a l'arge group and take turns

sharing and discussing he top ive alternatives propped by, each groulik

\72
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A
CT1VITY 14, JANE JOHNSON

Divide participants into groups of:3-4 for Step 1. Use''

stimulus statethents in the participants' manual as basis for discussion.

TiMe: 454minutis

ff

A,

)

2'
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GOAL SETTING

Have participants read the introduction to goal setting: Allow

LitiOme time for discussion with the, group on the relationship between
A

value clarification, decision-making and goal settirig.

I S

I I

/



IV.." GOALS

A

4
Goal-.setttng is seen as the.ftnal stage of the content ection,of

the-planning package ..,. The4.eaSon for clarifying -ialUeS and d veloping

. decision, making and problem solving processes is to be able t plan

and establish desirable life goek. This section will. look at 'the ways

you may proceed from value clarificdtion and decision malting to the

development of clear life-planning goals.
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A. 'GOAL SETTING PRINCIPLES

Goals relate to the first two sections of this manual, (value

clarification and decision- making) in some important ways. Goals are

aiyelleCtion of what we value:, If a person values country club member-

ship, expensive clothes and travel he/she is likely:to seek a high

paying job-. Conversely, ifaaperson enjoys the outdoors, country

living, and-is annoyed by crowds it is unlikely that ie/sUe.would desi

a well-paying job if it requited living in a large city.

Goals may also be seen as the flip-side of the problem-solving

coin. If you identify a problem, something that you desirekto have

changed, the converse of the problem becomes the condition or goal
1.

you Nish to attain. The decision-making problem-solving process,

discussed in the last section, is a way to insure that you have made

a wise decision in directing yourself toward a defined goal.

The following are seven_ principles considered important indexes

for establishing good goal statements.

1. A goal should be attractive to the person, so that he/she is
desirous and motivated to reach that goal. Upon reaching the

goal the person would then receive some reward. ,

2. A goal should be within the realm of the peOson's abilities
and attainable resources. In other words the goal should be

accomplishable.

3. While a goal should be within the realm of reasonable attain-
ment it should also be challenging enough so th at the person

may be ble to reach toward achievino his/her potential.

4. The goa should be tangible in the sense of being clearly

definabl and measurable. you will know for sure whbn you
have reach d a measureable goal.
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5. You.shOuld be aware,Qf the'poSsible impact of reaching toilard
and attaining a goal for yourself and others you interact with.
Some gOals require -cooperation in relating to others in order
to attain the goal, while others mean that if you reach
the goal someone else will fail to reach the same goal. An

example of a cooperative goal would 'be playing on a team.
.together or.planning a vacation with the family. A competiti
goal might be running for political office or getting an adver
tised job where there are fifty applicants for one ,position.

:What are the possible consequences of each-situation?

6. The person setting goals for.hiM/her self should also assume
responsibility for control- of the 'decision and directions .

taken. Ifyou establish gbals for yourself, then you should
be.Willing.to take the' credit for attaining the goal, but also
accept responsibility for failing'im attain the goals. Many
people. try to pass responsibility for their actions on to othe
people.or,forces,(ie: the teacher didn't like me).

7. Short-term goals are related to-long -term goals. Long-term
goals involve a greater degree of deferred gratification.
meaning a delay ofewards which may be difficult when.con-
flitting short-range goals reward the person for opposing
behavior. An example of oMplimentary short-range and long-
range goals would be the studentwanting to be a veterinarian
(lohg-range).who also desires to receive good grades, take
appropriate courseskand do summer work in an animal' hospital
(short-range). A conflict might occur if a short-range goal
for this student was to buy a new car which requires extra
part-time' work and less time for studies.

The f011 owing activities will look at several of these principles.
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B. STRETCHING: DETERM1lIING GOAL SETTING STRATEGIES

ACTIVITY 15

The purpose,of this activity is to determine how jou may set go'ali

that are reachable yet still stretch yourself toward developing your

potential.

Your workshop coordinator will have made provisions for attaining

a game such as a dart board, ring toss, or bean bag. If none of these

Ones are available awaStebasket and several wadded balls of, paper

will suffice.

Each Person will get a trial period in which they may try three

shots or tos \es at the target froM three different distances. After

the trial the person or a partner should record the results of,their

trial and the distance of each throw.

After studying your trial data establish a goal (score) that you

will attempt to reach in an offie,cal event allowing you three chances at

the target. A bonus point isgiven for each five feet of distance from

the target.

Complete this round for all participants and record Your results.

Now answer the following questions:
4

...Did you attain your goal?

...If so;was it easy or ,difficult?

...If not, were you straining beyond your ability?

...f you were to change your goal now, which way would you change
it?

Discuss what you have lefrned from this exercise with a group of

6-8 participants.



Four important characteristics of goals include: (1) observability- \

there are definite indicationso show accomplishment of a goal,

(2) specificity - you are able to clearly state without ambiguous

concepts the terms of the goad, {3) attainability - a defin4;te course

of action can be described toward completingyie goal, and(4) reward

reaching the goal will provide yodwith_pme valued outcome.

ly
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ACTIVITY 15 STRETCHING: WAYS TO DETERMINE OAL SETTING STRATEGIES

As workshop coordinator you will need to make some preparation for

this activity. As mentioned in the pa'rticipant's manual if you have

access to a dart board, ring toss, or,bean bag game these can, be

excellent vehicles for demonstrating the goal setting process.

HoweVer, if these are nst available to you, use your inventiveness by

letting a waste basket become a target and using paper balls or a

similar tKrowable object.

It is also recommended that you use masking tape to mark of

distances from the target. Three or four distances representing levels

from about 5 to 20 'meet will give pakicipants several choices from

which to make their throws.

Of course, the important part of the activity iskthe discussion.

You will expect trs rind in any group that some people will set very

safe, easily attainable goals,\while others will attempt goals that

could be reached only with sheer luck. The importance of your role

will be to try to'bring out these behaviors in the discussion so

people will begin to understand their need for safety, or their desire

for chance and can begin to learn realistic ways to plan.

Further stimulus discussion can be provided by asking participants

what they learned in this activity and how it relates to other goals

In their life.

L-24
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Time for this activity will ,vary with theenumber of participaits,

but 1 hour to 11/2 hours should be enough for stimulation of thinking

to occur.

/
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C. WRITING GOAL STATEMENTS

ACTIVITY 16

The purpose of this activity is to improve the partibipantss

ability to write meaningful goal statements.

Step 1:

Each, workshop participant is to write down two goal statements

concerning anything/You wbuld fike'to attain/accomplish by your. next

birthday. Fill in1the spaces below:

(1) My goal is

t

I

(2) My second goal is

a

Step 2:

Put the goal statements in a hat and let each person pick out one

that is not their own.. Each participant is then to evaluate the goals

11J -7
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on the basis of a rating scale given below for each of the four critera

givenon the chart on the next page.

'Rating Scale

Meets° criteria extremely well

3 = Meets criteria fairly well

2 = Meets ccriteria in prt only

1. = Does not Meet criteria at all

79
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+1.

t..
Ste15. 3;

After. You have'evailuated another,'s goal statement on these

criteria try to detersi-neways to improve the goalistatemeht to meet t

05ove'criteria. Discuss 4he imprints within the group.

ti
.

4-
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ACTIVITY. 16

ve participants read the introductioW and ask them to discuss

theaning.of the four characteristics for good goal statements.

(5-Mminutei)

Instruct participants to Wividually establi-sh, two goats, they

`would like to personally accomplish by their neat birthday. You might
/

Nommept that 'most of Us will makejgromises or resolutions (like. New

Year's resolutions) whfli we wouldrlike to keep but for some reason

never quite fulfill. These aregoals which may not be carefully

planned and considered for the how, why, and/what of the goal.

Tell participants to go ahead and write their goal statement being as

complete as possible, at this poiht in the exercise, but to be aware

that the main intention is to show each person how to improve their

C;tatements. The critiqueing and correcting process is a way to help

eack,other.write and "ttain goals and is not intended to negetively

criticize or put-down ihese statements.

''1

WRITING GOAL STATEMENTS.

During Step 2, yO-14 might find it advantageous to walksthrough an

./
example of improving goal statements. Below is an example you

could use.

Original statement:

"My. goal is,,to lose height so I'won't feel so fat by MY next

birthday."

L -26
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ImprOfments:

"My gosh is to lose 151,-20'pounds which would fn tUrn decrease my

waist size by two inches. I would go on'a diet plan intended to lose

N-3 pounds a week over a two month period. During this time, I will

keep records-Of my progress and maintafn.additionl phytical activity

to complement my diet,losses. In threelonths wheni have reduced

and maintained the weight loss, I intend to buy a new (dress, 'Suit,

coat)'fn a size smaller than I am nT.weareing. LI anticipate that I

will feel more energy,'be happier about myself, and look better to

others when I have lost this weight."

*

Give the group about 30.minutes to discuss the ways to improve

their statements so that each person will have at least one

gal statement.

Time: 1 hour 30 minutes

,iL -27
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4f a source of information doesn't answer any of) the questions

slou have set out to answer, or doesn't suggest any new'

questions that you might have o lOiked, then that, source is

probably not relevant to, the solution-of your .problem.

3._ Does the source have/a bias corkerning your problem ?- -is it

likely to slant -the information it gives you or purposely

give you, incomplete information ? -

The following excerpt from Decisions and Outcomes (Gelatt,

et. al., 1973) illustrates one type of bias--bias in

advertising.

Advertisers try very hard to present information
that is pemonal and emotional. Why do they do this?

Information that is personal and emotional
has more power, more impact. Therefore, such
information will have more influence on your decision-
making. For example, a television advertisement
shows a man shaving with a particular shaving
cream and says that it feels "smooth and comfortable."
This information is meant to influence men to choose
that particular brand the next time they buy shaving
cream. If this man is, for instance, a popular
professional football player, many men will "identify"
with -him and be moreslikely to decide on that
particular shaving cream.

Is a shaving. cream better for a man becaue a
famous personality uses it or because an unknown
Mr. Smith uses it? Would it be more valuable
information if a neighbor used it and told the man
it was "smooth"?

Some sources may have a bias, a special interest it

'causing you to believe or disbelieve certain facts by giving

Out selected information or in distorti'ig information. Ask

yourself, "Does this source have any motive that might
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To accomplish.even-very personalpals we most often interact

with 'other people in -ways eitat will ,either puiliusitqwer$ or prevent

us from reaching our Oils. The effects,,of cooperative aktompetitive

behavior have been defined by Deutsch,(1949) as:

Cooperative situation one in which the goals for all individuals
or sub uhits in a larger group situation,
may- be reached and iky further be inter-''-
related and dependent upon otherS for
successAexample'of th4s. would, be members
of a baseball team trying to win a game)

kifetitive.situation - a situation in which, if one individual'or
sub unit reaches a. goal then other
individuals or sub units wAlVbe prevented.
from reaching their goat Uff example is.a
class being graded on the curve)
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ACTIVLTY COMPETffIVEVS. POPERATIVE GOAL BEHAVIOR

The intent of this activity is to demonstrate how the forces of

,,,,inOrpersonal cooperation and competition Influences goal attainmeQt.
r.

Step

PartiCipants are to be divided into groups of 4 -6. Each group

will be given an allotted_supply of building materials, (This will

_include materials like plates, cups; straws, paper clips, paper, etc.

The 'goal of each group will be to build a structure symbolizing the

future.of education. This structure will be judged on the basis of

a) aesthetic value, (b) sturdiness and (c)-originality. A prize will

be awarded t thi group judged the.best in these categories, you will

have 45 min tes to complete your structure. GROUPS MAY TRADE'SUPPLIE
,r

WITH OTHER GROUPS AND NEGOTIATE WITH THEM IN ANY WAY DESIRED.

Step 2:

After the structure .and judging have,b4.cOmpleted answer and

discuss the followingrquestions with the entire workihop group.

1. How Oid your group work together? Did people take different
roles; initiators, coordinators, workers, "etc.' Was co-
operation between group members evidenced? HOw,. How:did
you feel about your grOup product? Was your product better
'or worse than if.you woUld,have worked separately

2. What was your 'reaction to the other group (s)? Were you more
aware of competition with themZ, Old you tr$'de, talk, or
cooperate in any way with the'other groups? How did you feel
when yout group wonflost?
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What did you learn from this activity? What are the

effects? Cooperation?- Of competition on goal

accomplishmenp



, ACTIVITY 17 'COMPETITIVE VS COOPERATIVEGOAL)EHAVIOR

In Step 1 divide your total workshop into sub-groups of 4-6. It

Is important tollave at least two groups for this activity and that

they be within proximity of each other so they can see what is

happening in the opposite group.

Read over the instructions with the participants and. take time

toy clarify any questions. liFot. each group you need to prepare in advanc

a box of supplies. Try to,equally divide materials such as: paper

plates paper cups, plastic straws, construction paper, paper clips,

scissors, tape. For an added wrinkle, you might have only one pair

of scissors and announce that it will go to the group with the red

token (prepare a red disc from construction paper andput it in ong

box): Emphasize that any grouO may trade or exchange with another /

grou0, but that they are . competing for the prize. (The prize could be

a blue i:ibbon or a box of candy or what ever you come up with.)

Put a 45 minute time limit on the building stage of this activitYg;

inform the group(at -intervals as to how much time_is left.

You or a panel, judges (it might be good to have
i

an outsider

come in to judgf) take 5-10 minutesto judge the results. Sometimes

the group is given a break while the judging takes place, but observe

how they will carefully watch the judging activity.

Use the discussion questions in the manual to process the

/)
activity with the entire workshop. While processing with the total
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roup you might still wish to ask questions of each task group and

cohpare some of the differences in'their interaction (i.e. the

differences in feeling between the group that won and the group(s)

that lost).

Time: 11/2 to 2 Hours

' t
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ACTIVITY 18

. ACCEPTING RESPONSIBILITY FOR

,

YOUR

OWN GOAL DIRECTED BEHAVIOR

The purpose of this a Vity is to stimu to discussion of how

a self-directed individual w 1,1*accept reponsibility, or "own", the.,

/consequences of their goal niented behaVfor. 4

L

Step 1:

Read the following vig ettes and discuss the differences in

owning behavior betrieen the wo people.

1. Albert had an Irish etter. Whe he got the dog as aOup, he

took it everywhere an played wi h it quite a bit but as the

dog grew, he got irate ested in o her things. He fed it and

gave it a bath occaii nally, but paid very little attention,

to it. One weekend he left it a equate food and went hiking

all weekend. When he of home,' he dog was dehydrated and

sick because it had be n a very of weekend. When the dog

died, Albert's friend eorge, whO owned the dog's mother, got

very angry at Albert fo neglecting his pet. Albert said

that it wasn't 'his faul
it

was an accident. r
Charlotie agreed in May that she would' sing a solo tn church

in late. July. During M and June, she went on two brief

vacations, got very busy at work, and otherwise got so
involved in meeting gthe demands that she forgot about her

approaching solo. When he minister called to ask what she

would sing, she had only three days left In which to prepare

her song. She got an accompanist and practiced several

hours. She was very disappointed in her performance. She"

resolved that next time she would write all her engagements

on a palendar so that she wouldn't forget them. She also

decided that she would mak?, sure that she prepared well

for her performance in the future.

Also as a group, discuss, any other examples of owning behavior you

can think of from your personal experience.
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ACTIVITY 18 ACCEPTING RESPONSIBILITY fOR YOUR
WN GOAL SETTING BEHAVIOR

Have the group read this section. Included in this section are

two vignettes. Lead the group in a five or tenminute diicussion about

the differences in owning behavior between Albert's reaction to his

dog's rath and Charlotte's reaction to the success)of her solo.

(Note: These two vignettes cold be put on tape.)

Have the participants discuss any examples of Owning behavior

which they can think of from their own experience.

L- 30



AN ALTERNATIVE ACTIVITY:
/a

.
settiragA2a:A2k11 Also Require21Auffiratifitation

Most goals in life require sacrifice. -Sacrifice is another way

of saying that people often must do. without seething they. want now In`

order to get something they want even ater. Part.-ef-planning to

reach,goals is preparing 'oneself to m e the necessary sacrifices.°

There are many examples of this in life: ome individuals devote

fhemselVes to their careers and have littl
/
time for secreatidff; other

individuals cut doWn on "ex ras" to save money for the things they

want.. One aspect of a mature person is being able, to forego current

desires in order to retch a long -term goal.

Activity: Individually, write down -two recent instances in which you

delayed your innediate gratification so that.yo'vu dbuld achieve a long-

term goal. Share your instances with the group. Discuss how the

delay of ;gratificationmade you feel.. Was it worth it? How often do

you do it?
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',ALTERNATIVE ACTIVITY SETTING GOALS MAY, ALSO REQUIRE
i DELAY OF illIATIFItATION

, --/,.....

Have the group,read the se Lion on goats and gratification delay.

,, Lead the group in discussing the ccasional necessity of delaying tht

fulfillmegt of immediate desires so-thict long-range, major desires :can

be realized. Then have each, participant write, down two cases in whichi

she/he his delayed her/his immediate gratification so that' she /he

could achieve a long-range goal. .Possible questions: (1) Wes,it

worth it? (2) How did they feel, about it? (3) How often do they do it?

Allot 30 minutes for this activity. (This can be done either in the

large-group or in small-group discuss,ions).

4
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N. IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

1
4-

The task of implementing a Comprehentive program Of- activities

focused 'on development of- students' .planning skills_, is formidable,

and yet-important. Too often, workshops ono/alms clarification or

decision making lead.to little program change in tie participants'

own schools. While there are probably several reasons for this lack

of generalization, the most common one is that workshops are'usually

limited to "awareness" level objectives because of time parameters

and follow up opportunities. This workshop has been designed to help'/ I

participants go beyond the awareness level to the personalization

and implementation level. eine purpose of this section is to maximize

the generalization,of the workshop experience to the career, guidance

program. Thus, this section contains exercises for planning

implementation strategies and technique's. To insur the development

of a comprehensive career guidance program, lementation strategies

.

fY

are to be developed in each of the four basic career g idance process

areas - Curriculum-Based Strategies, On-Call/Respons ve Services,

''

Individual'Oevelopment Responsibilities, an(System Support Services.

The Curriculum-Based Strategies which follow reflect the

assumption)that there are basic career guidance understandings and

skills in the area of life.career planning which all individuals

need. Goal achievement is dependent upon regular and systematic

contact through the curriculum. 0n\ -Call Responsive Services are

characterized by such direct career guidance processes as individual

a Quakity
ContAot
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ti
- and group counseling focused on life career planning. . For these

processes to be effectivg, student goals, decisions.and vales must

be identified and developed. The Individual Development

Responsibilities component consists of processes which are.designed

'
to facilitate the 'personal development of each child through

ystematic kiersonal contacts. Each student needs someone in the

school'who is personally familiar and responsible for him /her and can

prodde stgnificant help in the life career planning process. The

System Support Services component is CoMprised of such indirect

procisses as curriculum planning, staff development, Community

.invOlvement and acministrative -type record. keeping.

The following activities are designed to help you facilitate

students' development of planning skills.through processes -in each

of the above areas.,

4
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ACTIVITY 19 A. 'CURRICULUM BASED STRATEGIES
(Infusion)

-

ef

Purpose:- To develop awareness of personal declsion-making

practices.

Ativity: Working individually, make a list of-the decisions

ryou made today (this week, this.quarter or seMester).

'which direCtly,affected the population of your

school .(students," teachers, administrators,

secretaries, maintenance people, cafeteria workers,

etc.).

When all lists are completed, yobr, leader will

provide further directions.

89
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ACTIVITY19

1. Youinay wantto provide. the grobp with some exam6les of the
types of decisions which, they may have made; i.e., letson_
planWbulletin board displays, extra = curricular activities--
attendance, etc.

2. Allow 15minutes maximumfor participants to complete their
lists of decisions.

completed, tell participants to3. 'After all lists are

a. check (x) the d'
or some higher'

iions they discussed with peers
thority before making.

b. daubte.check (xx) the decisions they made after
discussing the alternatives with the students.

c. star (;,) the detisi hs they CCUld.have discussed
with t e studen but

4. Lead idgroup discussion concerning the implementations
of the results of this activity.

OPTIONAL -ACT TIES

5. If this activity was especially productive you...may want to
design alternative exercises for (a) plans that each made
recently, (b) goals each has set, and (c) values or values
conflicts each has confronted, Thpurpose of these
activities is to encourage each workshop participant to
personalize Ole content of the planning skills area.

stk
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ACTIVITY 20 B. CURRICULUM BASED STRATEGIES

Purpose: To provide participants with practi e in identifying

various methods of involving students in the decision

making proces.

Activity': 1. Divide into small groups with 4,or 5 participants
in each, small group.

2. Compile a litt of the situations which have
occurred or could occur in your school or classes
where students, should be allowed,tb take a more
active .part in the decision-making processes.

ose one situation from #2, and discuss the
wing with the members of your ,small group:

Why should the students have a more active
part in the decision-making process in this
particular situation?

b. List several alternative methods of involving
students in this decision-making process.

c. What might be the consequences of each ,

situation? 2

.
List the alternative you believe to be.the

most feasible.

4. After returning to the large group, one person

from each small group will share the following
with the large group:

a. Describe the situation you cnose from #2

above.

b. Read to the large group the method of student
involVement your group decided would be most

feasible.

c. The large group will respond to the choices
each small group made. tW
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ACTIVITY 20

Move around among the small groups while they work together

through this activity and see, that group progress is not interrupted

by confusion over directions or off=tract discussions. You may want

to add some general comments for their consideration when they reach

3h, where they are listing alternative involvement methods.

Feasible alternatives would include:

. . . Classe on decision-making using CEEB's materials,

Deciding or Decisions and Outcomes.

. . . Semester or quarter classes on values clarification

using Simon's bRks and Kohlberg's strategies.
A

. . pecial units on goals, values or decisions in such

regular curriculum areas as language arts and/or

social studies.

During the final large group presentations, encourage

constructive 'evaluation of the small group decisions.

I 3 3



ACTIVITY 21 C. ON-CALL/RESPONSIVE SERVICES

4k
Purpose: To provide partPeipants an opportunity to,explore

the goals, decisions and values which confront

students in grades 7-12.

Activity: 1. You may work individually or in small groups.

2. Choose one grade level (7-12) and generate a
list which includes:

a. goals which students in your grade level
need to set (long range and short range).

b. decisions which students in your grade
level 'need to make.

c. values.which students in your grade level
need to identify and clarify.

3. Share your list with the total group.
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ACTIVITY 21

cp0

4

) 1. If the participants decide to Work in small groups, then

each small group should work on a different grade level.

When sharing their liSts, participants should be.encourag0

to discuss any discrepancies which seem to be conflicting.

3. If possible, you might generate a "consensus" list of each

area for a single grade level.

4. As a final step, ask the participants to brainstorm (as a

group) ways in which the Career Guidance Center (or similar

facility). can be modified to provide activities related

,

tothe above consensus" list of goals, decisions and values.

OPTIONAL ACTIVITY

1. Divide participants into small groupswith each group

containing 4 or 5 participantS.

2. Tell the small groups to ie.sign a values clarification
1

or decision-making exercise.

3. Each small group should then cond Ct the exercise which

they designed with the total works O`--.
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ACTIVITY 22

D. INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT RESPONSIBILITIES

.Purpose: To provide participants with experience ift preparing

activities which assist students in developing

planning skills.

Activity: Working individually, either adapt/adopt an activity

in this package and develop a plan for implementing

the activity for use with students or design an
0

original activity for strident participation. The

activity must:

1. Develop student skills in curriculum planning.

2. Include provisions for reaching all interested
students in the school population.

3. .Be feasible with regard to time, cost and
facility limitations.

Share your activity with the total workshop.
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ACTIVITY22

The major taskis to develop a compre!ensive plan for implement-

in9 the activity i uch a way that each student will be involved.
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ACTIVITY 23 E. SYSTEM SUPPORT SERVICES

Purpose: To deterMine participant'skills in adapting and/or

designing a workshop on student planning skills for

parents.

Activity: Working individually, you will design a workshop for

parents which will:

1. Inform parents about the efforts of school
personnel to develop student planning skills.

2. Create parental awareness of opportunities in
the home for developing a child's planning skills

3. Provide opportunitOor pareks to develop skills
for increasing thO'Oanning skills of their own

children.

In developing this workshop you may:

'1. Adapt/adopt activities in this package for use

with parents.

2. Design original activities for developing
parental skills in helping children become

better planners.

3. Design any appropriate time parameters for your
workshop (a day, a weekend,' a week, etc.).
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ACTIVITY 22

The major task is to develop a comprehensive plan for implement-
/

ing the activity in such a way'that each student will be involved.

(
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ACTIVITY 23 E. SYSTEM SUPPORT SERVICES

Purpose: To determine participant skills in adapting and/or

designing a workshop on student planning skills for

parents.

Activity: Working individually, you will design a workshop for

parents which will:

1. Inform parents about the efforts of school
personnel to develop student planning skills.

2. Create parental awareness of opportunities in
the home for developing a child's planning skills

3. Provide opportunity for parents to develop skills
for increasing the planning skills of their own

children.

In developing this workshop you may:

1. Adapt/adopt activities in this package for use
with parents.

2. Design original ar. ieveloping

parental skills .n become

bet planners.

3. Design any ropri,! time pdrameters for your
workshop (a day, a weekend, ,a week, etc.).
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ACTIVITY 23

An indirect method of helping students develop planning skills

is to work with the parents of students. The basic point to stress

in the workshop is that students need experience in making plans and

in'making decisions.

S

ra
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VI. SUMMARY

Lif planning requires values _clarification, deciiion-making and,,

goal set ng. If we want to maximize both freedom of choice and

control ove choice in our lives we must

t

firstdetermine our priority

values, and 'explore' the reasons for and against those values. Along

with clarifying our values, when we have a particular- decision to
4

make we need to seek information from all relevant sources related to

that decision, evaluate the informatiqn, and generate all the possible

alternatives. Once the alternatives are clear, we rank them in order

of desirability and probable outcome. We then decide alter-

natives are.most feasible and desirable.,

Having chosen,an alternative, we should -Pt fer goals are

-necessary for achieving the chosen alternative. A major goal can be

divided into short-term and long -term targets - a final destination,

and several points along the way that will lead to the destination.

Planning to attain goals also requires an understanding of what we

will have to do to achieve the goals; what sacrifices, efforts and

attitudes will be necessary. Systematic planning increases\our

chances of obtaining outcomes which reflect our values and satisfy

our needs.
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SUMMARY

Have the artiripants4read ine final summary section' on planning.

Lead the participants in a 15 minute discussion of the relationship

between goals, decision making, and values.

Assessment 1:

Have the participants describe individually in oral or written

form two benefits of Personal goal setting as well'as two criteria for

establishing and goals.

Assessment 2.

Have the participants write a brief des ription' of the relation-

ship between values clarification, decision making, and goal setting.

Ha4e em describe the importance of each of the three to life

planning sections. Have them select a personal goal, list their

values related to ticA goal, describe their decision making

processes, and select a plan which will lead to achieving that goal.

Allot one hour for this activity.
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ACTIVITY-24 j' A. WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

These Objectives may erve as supplementary suggestions for

.summary activities, as exam les of alternative implementation

exercises; or as assessmenj tasks for purposes of evaluating

workshop learning.

95
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ACTIVITY 25 B. ASSESSMENT EXERCISE: GOAL SETTING .

Attitude Objective

s
The participant will be able to affirm the importance ofgoal

setting, values clarification, and decision making abilities in, life

and provide an example from her/his own life that illustrates the

importance of the use of planning abilities. This affirmation

acceptance will also be judged by positive responses on an attitude

questionnaire.

C
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ACTIVITY 26 ASSESSMENT ERCISE: PLANNING SKILLS

;

Knowledge Objectives

These objectiveS cover topics and information which are related

to an understanding of the entire area of planning. Achievement of

these objectives will aid the participants in identifying desired

student outcomes for the subject area, and in choosing and developing

strategies for achieving those outcomes.
02

A. The participant will be abfe to write a brief paragraph on each

of the following: (1) the sources of value development,
(2) the relationship between values and actions, (13) how values
can be clarified, and (4) thg purpose of values clarification.

Each paragraph should have two examples illustrating the
concept being discussed.

B. The participant will be able to list and illustrate the steps
in a recommended decision making model as outlined in the text

of 'the manual.

C. The participant will be able to describe in oral or written form
two benefits of personal goal setting (e.g., helps the individual

carry out and reinforce her/his values, helps the individual

gain personal' freedom or control over her/his life, helps give
the individual kser(se of purpOse or meaning in her/his life) as

well as two responsibilities which come from goal setting (e.g.,

owning behavior, 'gratification delay). Two examples of each

of the benefits and responsibilities should be included.

D. The participant will. be able to write a brief description of
the relationship between values clarification, decision making,

and goal setting. She/he will describe the importance of each

of the three to life planning. She/he will select a personal
goal, list her/his values related to that goal, describe her/
his decision making process and select a plan which will
lead to achieving that goal.
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, A=1. Skill Obitctive: The participant will be able to prepare a
writteh or oral rationale to present to a group of
te41Trs which will'attempt to enlist their support of
this 'infusion" program:. The rationale will describe
this Progracm, list at. least four values of such a
prOgraut foP studentsplInd provide three possible
0144tives students might achieve in the program. The'

.ON) cnordinatormiWcertify that the'statement of
On4le Meets theabolie criteria.

A-2. Applioativi ObJective,, The participant will be able to
dev" a plan for how teachers can ,be encouraged to
infuse planning questions into their academic courses.
The 9140 must include which teachers she/he will work
with, how she/he will describe the program,to them
(ihdiwiduelly, small groups, large groups), when she/he-
011-40in them, and what type of monitoring or
evtloalibn she/he will use. The workshop coordinator
will cvtify that the plan meets the above standards,

Skill MbiectIve: The participant will be able to write a
brief lescriptfoq to be seWt'llome to parents. The

cle1/4ription will Orient them to the recomMended
Otoipp-making Aodel, list three/oali the'perents-
6,41d help their children to achteve,°and 'five ways in
which decision making can be practiced by children in
flit hatile The, wOrkshop coordinator will certify that

descripti on includes the above criteria.
. A-

8-2. Application Objective: The parpcipant will develop `a plan
foh implementing a workshop for parents in her/his own

slatting. The plan will, include at least: (1) which

parents to work with and what number ofjhem will be

involved, (2) when parents will be JnformedAof the '

st+ately, (3) who will develop the summaryJorm,
(4) What format the summary will have, and (5) when the
sulapary will be sent home and collected.

C-1. Skill objective: The participant will ,be able to pick a topic

for. discussion" from a given lift (e.g., honesty,
crtotivitmaterialism) and will be able torjuide
t vOlip 14 discussing personal values as they

relate to the selected topi The group will
spowlate as to how their 11 es related to fhe,topic
w°141d hellY Dr hinder them in ctioning In specific

An attitude of acceptance will be maintained

.
tavrls all ideas, and group members will be permitted to
coyeht freely on the ideas presented. The participant

will be rated on'this by other participants using a

criteria checklist.
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C-2. Application Objective: The participant will be able to plan a

. 'schedule which will permitll interested students to
participate in group counseling values exploratio0
sessions during the course of a school year. The plan
must include (1) a design .for conducting group values
exploration sessions and possible group activities,
(2) how students will be notified that.thb group values
counseling sessions will be available, (3) how many
'students per group there should be, (4) when the groups
wilT meet--for how long each session and for:how many
sessions, and (6) where the groups will meet. The
workshop coordinator will certify that the plan meets
the above standards.

D- . Skill Objective: Each participant will counsel ope`otherfflember
of the group, helping the person to select a goal she/he
would like to achieve, eximlning 'and clarifying her/his
values.that relate tb the OalSelect a short-term
goal that will lead towards attaining the long-term
goal, and plan'a seties of steps which will leafieto the
short-term and then to the 16ngTterm goal, Thelli

partibipant's ability to do this_will be judged by a
fellow workshop participant who observes the interaction
using a criteria chebklist.

D-2. Application Objective: The participant will line a plan for
implementing tte strategy in her/his n setting. The

plan will include (1)Ahe number of g idance personnel
available (including teachers and adMinistrators),
(2) the number of students assigned to each and a
method for assigning them, (3) a,schedule for contacting
students to setup a session in which they select a
goal and outline a goal achievement strategy and a session
in which they clarify their values relating"to the goal,
(4) a schedule for monitoring the progress students are
making on achieving their goal, and (5) how the
guidance personnel tl be trained. The workshop
coordinator will'cer ify that the plan meets standards
related to each of these laarts.

4
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ACTIVITY-_ 27 ATTITUDE ASSESSMENT

PostasseSsment Attitude Sur

Strongly Mildly Mildly Strongly
Agree . Agree Disagree Disagree

1.- Mast actions are not
' motivated by valus.

_..

,

,

_

2. Clarifying one's values
helOs one to know oneself
better and understand
one's actions better.

,

.___

.

,
..

..----

3.' Approaching problems with
ah orderly decision-making
scheme is more likelX.to
produce satisfying, 1
workable, decisions.

.

,

.\
.

,

4.

. .

By using planning, one
loses spontaneity and

.

only gains a little
illusory security..

_

.<..__,/

.1,

5. it is pointless to look
for all the possible,
solutions to a problem,
and seek information
concerning those`'
solutions.

.

1

,

6.

w

The goals people choose
reflect'their values.

.

.

.i,

7. Establishing goals
gives direction and
purpose to life.

.

oinnts:
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The Last Word

You have now_completed a training nackage designed to

imprave your abilities to facilfqie students' develOilent o

planning ;skills. We trust that your exneriences wit this

package have been profitable and enjoyable. We hope at we

havechallenged you and helped you to consider, some techniques

anoNotrateges for helping students in their efforts to dev-

elop,dOtiston-Making skills and to set goals. You may wish to

c6nsuit the resources list at the end of this;package for

further information in this area of career guidance.:

FIZ
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